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Abstract 
We present a fragment of metric temporal logic called bounded universal Horn formulae as a 
theoretical basis for temporal reasoning in logic programming. We characterize its semantics in 
terms of fixed points and canonical models, and present an efficient proof method as operational 
semantics based on SLD-resolution with constraints. Although the complexity of real-time logics 
is very high in general - the validity problem for most of them is lli-complete already for propo- 
sitional fragments in case of dense time structures - we show that the class of bounded universal 
Horn formulae admits complete and efficient proof methods exploiting uniform proofs and linear 
time complexity of basic steps of the proof method. The results obtained heavily rely on the 
fragment investigated and make it necessary to establish some basic results like compactness and 
approximation of the least model by at most w-steps of the corresponding fixed point operator 
directly without recourse to standard methods (in dense case). The fragment itself is sufficiently 
expressive for a variety of applications ranging from real-time systems, temporal (deductive) 
data bases, and sequence evaluation purposes. We show that the fragment is the greatest of the 
metric temporal logic - in discrete and dense case - having the properties classically desired for 
logic programming languages. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Logic programming based on Horn formulae has been established as one of the main 
approaches to declarative programming. Originally motivated by computer linguistic 
applications [33], theorem proving experience [5S, 671, and methodological consider- 
ations [19,93] it has emancipated and developed to a general purpose programming 
paradigm. Several extensions have been proposed with some of them forming a pro- 
gramming paradigm on its own like constraint logic programming [59], concurrent 
constraint logic programming [96], functional logic programming [35,52], disjunctive 
logic programming [76], or intuitioni~tic logic programming [49,83,79,80]. 
Also extensions towards formalisms allowing explicit reasoning about time and tem- 
poral dependencies have been presented, some of them based on a temporal logic 
[46,48,2, 151, and some within the constraint logic programming paradigm using spe- 
cial temporal theories [56,57,44]. Although time and its handling is central for many 
applications in computer science and artificial intelligence no widely accepted basis for 
logic programming with temporal reasoning capabilities has been approved so far. 
We propagate in this paper a class of bounded universal (modality) Horn formulae 
defined in the following as such a basis. This class admits an efficient operationalization 
comparable to classical logic programming languages like PROLOG, semantical char- 
acterizations in terms of least and greatest models, least and greatest fixed points of 
a suitable consequence operator, and the integration of negation as failure using an 
efficient specialization of constructive negation [98]. In the first part of the paper, 
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we concentrate on discrete time structures - integers and natural numbers; in the second, 
on dense time - rational and real flow of time - and sketch the integration of negation 
as failure. 
Temporal logics based on discrete time models - i.e., using integers, natural num- 
bers, or (discrete) trees - have been extensively used for the specification and verifi- 
cation of (concurrent) programs [72,77,78,39] since the first proposals in [91,71, lo]. 
They seem to be adequate for the description of synchronous ystems, where all parts 
are driven by a common clock. However, for the step-wise refinements and compo- 
sition of specifications it has been argued in [73] already that specifications have to 
be invariant under stuttering, which restricts the usage of the “next” operator in the 
usual discrete time temporal logic formalisms. Alternatively, invariance under stutter- 
ing can be achieved by introducing a rational time semantics as it has been proposed 
in [66]. Dense time seems to be also the more natural choice in many AI and data 
base applications [ 1011 and allows furthermore to model asynchronous systems ap- 
propriately, where all parts of the system are not necessarily driven by a common 
clock. 
The complexity of real-time logics over dense time structures, however, is very high. 
It has been shown in [7] that for each (propositional) real-time logic over dense time 
allowing addition by constants the validity problem is II;-hard and, as a consequence, 
for the logics proposed in [62,69,90]. 
Interestingly, bounded universal Horn formulae over dense time admit complete proof 
methods of the same complexity as their discrete counterparts. In this paper we present 
a proof method for discrete time and two calculi for dense time bounded universal Horn 
formulae, prove their soundness and completeness, some complexity results for both 
discrete and dense time, and sketch an efficient specialization of constructive negation 
for one of the proof methods. 
The proof methods presented in the paper have several interesting properties. Firstly, 
each step of the calculi can be performed in linear time. Secondly, the calculi presented 
are optimal with respect to the derivations needed to prove bounded universal proper- 
ties, i.e. properties expressible by qA for a finite interval I, A YB or A %! B, since they 
are able to exploit uniform proofs for A. Thirdly, the integration of constructive nega- 
tion is fully compatible with the second proof method proposed and allows thereby to 
utilize uniform proofs for queries built up over bounded universal temporal operators 
and all logical connectives of the classical logic with negation interpreted as negation 
as failure. These properties predestinate the class and the proof methods for temporal 
databases, knowledge base, and AI applications relying on efficient temporal reasoning 
capabilities. 
The results obtained heavily depend - especially, in the dense case - on the fragment 
investigated and make it necessary to establish some basic results like compactness and 
approximation of the least model by at most o-steps of the corresponding fixed point 
operator explicitly without recourse to standard methods in the dense case. Unlike 
classical approaches to theorem proving in temporal logics we do not use recursive 
characterizations of the operators of temporal logic but use (functional) translations 
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into classical logic with fixed interpretations of symbols and relations modeling time 
- linear inequalities over integers and rationals. Such translations and proof meth- 
ods based upon have been introduced recently in the context of modal logics (cf. 
[106,86,37, 11,85,43]). In contrast to those, however, in the temporal case quanti- 
fiers introduced by the reinterpretation in classical logic can not be eliminated by 
Skolemization due to the fixed interpretation of the new symbols and the time do- 
mains. We use instead quantifier elimination methods for existential and bounded uni- 
versal quantifiers over linear inequalities. For reasons of efficiency, we do not uti- 
lize general quantifier elimination algorithms - e.g., those for Presburger and real 
arithmetic - but develop special algorithms based on Fourier’s algorithms for solv- 
ing linear inequalities. Although Fourier’s method is exponential in general, elimina- 
tion of existential and bounded universal quantifiers, which have been introduced by 
the translations and which have to be treated appropriately during derivations, can 
be performed in linear time by the specialized algorithms. As a byproduct, we ob- 
tain thereby a new quantifier elimination method for bounded universal quantifiers 
over systems of linear inequalities over the rationals and the reals, and over the inte- 
gers for a restricted class of inequalities called tree constraint systems defined in this 
paper. 
Extensions of the class of bounded universal Horn formulae either leads to highly 
incomplete logics - to II:-complete ones, lost of least and greatest model and fixed 
point characterizations, or the ability to exploit uniform proofs. We argue that the class 
is sufficiently expressive for a variety of applications ranging from temporal (deductive) 
data bases (Fig. l), (image) sequence evaluation purposes [27] to real-time systems 
(Fig. 2). It has been already taken as basis for the development of the temporal logic 
programming system Limette [28]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce the tempo- 
ral logic underlying our work and the class of temporal Horn formulae - bounded 
universal modality Horn formulae - being investigated subsequently. Sections 4 and 
5 are devoted to semantical characterizations in terms of fixed points and canonical 
models. Sections 6-l 1, this is the most important part of the paper, are concerned 
with the operational semantics for bounded universal modality Horn formulae. Several 
proof method based on SLD-resolution with constraints - linear inequalities over the 
integers (respectively, the rational numbers) - are presented and several complexity 
results are proven, for example, the incremental complexity of each step of the calculi 
is shown to be linear. In general, however, already checking linear inequalities over 
the integers - in case of discrete time structures - for satisfiability is well-known as 
being NP-complete. The methods exploits uniform proofs for the universally quanti- 
fied goals to be proven, contrary to standard proof methods in temporal logics. The 
remaining Sections 12-15 discuss integration of the negation as failure rule, extensions 
of the class of temporal Horn formulae under consideration, anchored flows of time, 
and related works. 
This paper is based on [21-251, which contain parts of this work in a preliminary 
version. 
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q [_6a,_s71 empl(john, 60 000, toys) 
q l_ss,_sll empl(john, 60 000, shoes) 
q l_ss,_~s] empl(john, 70 000, shoes) 
q ~_2+_1sl empl( john, 80 000, shoes) 
q [_ _ 12, 11 empl( john, 90 000, clothing) 
0 l-72, -_6tl salesman_in( john, toys) 
n l-60, -371 manager-of ( john, toys) 
q 1_36,_251 manager_of( leu, toys) 
n 1-36, _ 131 manager-of ( john, shoes) 
o I_ 12, _ 11 manager-of ( john, clothing) 
o (manager(X) t manager_of(X, D)) 
0 (salesman(X) +- salesman_in(X, Y)) 
0 (salary(X, S) +- empl(X, S, Y)) 
Query: Is there a manager who have had a salary of at least 70000 $ 
for 2 years within the last 5 years? 
0~__6a,_ilo 10,231 (manager(X) A 3 S(salary(X, S) A S > 70000)). 
Fig. 1. A temporal data base represented by a temporal logic program. 
q (do-backup(X) t o l-24. _ 11 not backup(X)) 
Fig. 2. A temporal logic program controlling backups. 
2. Logic 
We base our work on metric temporal logic [68-701. Their formulae are built up 
with the usual logical connectives and following temporal operators: 01 (always), VI 
(sometime) within the interval 1, Y (A has always been true, since B was true), @ 
(4 will be always true in the future, until B will be true), where I= [c-, c+] with 
C- , cf E HU { -a, co} in the discrete case, I E {[c-, c+], (CC, c+], [c-, c+), (c-, c”)} 
with c-, c+ E Q U {--co, co} in the dense case. Metric temporal logic generalizes linear 
temporal logic as it has been introduced in [91]. The idea to use temporal operators 
to express metric temporal constraints is very natural and has been already mentioned 
in [94,29]. 
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The binary operators Y and 4!! have been introduced by H. Kamp in his thesis 
in 1968. They are expressive complete for the integer and real flow of time. Their 
metric versions - 91 and %!I - specify an interval, within which the second argument 
has to be true. 01 and 01 generalize classical temporal operators q (always) and 0 
(sometime) originating in modal logics. 
We restrict our attention to temporal ogics with function symbols interpreted time- 
independently, i.e., following the modal logic terminology to rigid function symbols, 
and predicate symbols with denotations varying with time. They are called JEexible 
according to modal logic conventions [58]. We use standard notations (cf. [75,59,61]) 
which are briefly surveyed in Appendix A. 
Definition 2.1 (MTL-Z-Structure). Let Z be a signature. We call a Kripke C-structure 
(9, Y-, to, <, 9) discrete (MTL-)C-structure if 
l (Y, to, <)-(Z, 0, <), this is, the set of time points is isomorphic to the integers 
with OE Z as the first time point, and < on Z as the before-relation on Y, 
l zB= UsES 9, with gs #S for every SES, 
l The interpretation 9 assigns to each function symbol f: s1 . . . s, -+ s in C a mapping 
f& from gs, x . . . x gzn to zZ#~ and to each predicate symbol p : s1 . . . sn in C and 
each time point t in $ a relation pf C CSS, x . . . x LSs,. 
A MTL-Z-structure as defined above except (Y-, to, <) N (Q, 0, <) is called dense 
(MTL-)C-structure. 
Validity in MTL-structures is defined as usual in temporal ogics. 
Definition 2.2. The Validity of a formula A in a (MTL-C-)structure 4 at time 1 under 
a variable assignment CI, denoted by (A, IX) +=t A, is defined by 
1. (~,~~)~~p(rl,...,r,)iffp~(~(rl),..., E(m)) holds in JZ, for every predicate sym- 
bol p:sr . ..s. in C and terms riEYr(Y)sj, i=l,..., n, 
2. (JZ,U)/=~UIA iff for all t’EZ, (&,Cl)+l+ttA, 
3. JZ,cr)bl OIA iff for some t’EZ, (JZ,a)~r+f~A, 
4. (A, CC) ktA YI B iff there is a t’ < 0 and t’ ~1 such that (A, a) k=f+t/ B and for all 
t” with t + t’ < t" < t, (A, a) kl,, A, 
5. (A, a) k:,A &I B iff there is a t’ >O and t’ EZ such that (&, CI) +=t+Il B and for all 
t” with t < t” <t + t’, (A, a) btu A, 
where t’E[a,b] iff a<t’<b, t’E(a,b] iff a<t’<b, t’E[a,b) iff a<t’<b, t’E(a,b) 
iff a <t’<b, and --00 <c<oc for all CEZ (respectively, cEQ). 
The remaining cases, A A B, A V B, A + B, lA, VxA, and %A, are defined as usual. A 
formula A is valid (under a) in k’ iff (A, a) +fo A; A is valid (in &!) iff (4, a) kto A 
for all variable assignments ~1: V+ A!. The satisfiability and logical consequence, 
denoted by k, are defined in the standard way. Classical temporal operators and their 
metric versions are defined in Fig. 3. 
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CIA ++ q (-m,co) A OA * O(-m,m)A 
q +A * qO,m)A o-A * nc-oc,olA 
O+A H O,o,,# 0-A H O(-m,olA 
A 9, B * A J&o) B A % B c--) A “2(o,cl B
A Y B @ A Y(-,x,0) B A@B c--f A42(o,m)B 
0.4 (--) •[I,I~A .A H n,_-l._,]A 
~4 ++ 0[1,l]A .A t-) O[_l,_l,A 
q <c A ++ q [o,c]A q <C A tf ~[o,c)A C30 
O<,A * O[o,c] A O<,A H O[o,r)A c>o 
02, A t-) q [c.w)A q >c A ++ o(c.w)A c30 
O>,,A H O[c,oo)A O>,A H %,,)A C30 
q >c A ++ q ~c,o]A q >, A H q (c.01 A c<o 
0 >,A ++ O[c,ol A O>,A * O(c,o] A CbO 
q <C A ++ q (-m,C]A q <c A c+ ~(-co,c)A c<o 
0~4 +-+ O,-m,cjA O<,A H O(-WA c<o 
q ,A ++ q S,A 0,A H O<,A c>o 
0,A +-+ O>,A q ,A H q 2cA cd0 
Fig. 3. Derived temporal operators. 
1 
L 
3. Bounded universal (modality) goals 
We focus on temporal Horn formulae containing 01, 91 , 421, and 011 operators in 
goals and bodies, where I may be a bounded or unbounded interval over the integers 
(respectively, over the rationals in the dense case) and I’ a bounded interval - over 
the integers (respectively, over the rationals). 
Formally, the goals are called bounded universal (modality) goals and are defined 
by 
the Horn formulae called bounded universal (modality) Horn formulae by 
where I denotes an interval and I’ an with bounds in Z (respectively, Q in the dense 
case), this is I’ = I -c-, c+ I+ with c-, cf E Z (respectively, c-, c+ E Q) and I- E {(, [}, 
I+ E {),I}. E denotes the empty goal and A ranges over atoms. 
In the discrete case bounded universal goals and Horn formulae can be also defined 
using o, l , O,, and q , operators as basis. Goals are then defined by 
G::=E 1 A I OG I .G I O,G 1 RiG 1 Gc”,G / G%cG I GAG 
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and Horn formulae by 
D::=A ( oD ) l D ) q ,D ( D+-G 
with c E Z U { -00, cm}, and i E Z. 
The class is sufficiently expressive for a variety of applications ranging from temporal 
(deductive) data bases (Fig. l), and (image) sequence valuation [27] to real-time 
systems (cf. Fig. 2 and the examples listed below). 
Example 3.1. Time outs in communication protocols: 
q (o+served_in_time(A,M) c O-, send(A,M) A acknowledge(A,M)), 
q (o+time_out(A,M) c not O.+ served_in_time(A,M)), 
send(A,M) models sending message M at address A, acknowledge(A,A4) models get- 
ting an acknowledgment for sent message A4 at A; served-in-time(A,M), time_out(A, M) 
specifies serving request in time (respectively, not in time). 
Example 3.2. Robot motion planning: Assume we have for each action ai of the robot 
a minimal execution time ci and a maximal execution time CT, and for each pair a, b 
of actions a minimal and a maximal reconfiguration time ab- and ab+. We model the 
minimal and maximal execution time for each ai by formulae 
q (0 [,;,,~+]end(aJ + start(ai)) 
and the reconfiguration time for each pair of actions a and b by Horn formulae 
q (n Lab-,ab+lmrt(b) + end(u)). 
The requirement of performing some action with priority if their execution can be 
performed within 60 seconds can be specified using a bounded universal Horn formula, 
namely by 
q (do-next(X) +- request-for(X) A priority(X) A 060 start(X)). 
4. Translation into first-order logic 
Following the approach of functional translation into first-order logic pioneered by 
[ 106,861 and others for modal logics, we will translate formulae of the temporal logic 
under investigation into first-order logic with fixed interpretation of some symbols 
modeling the flow of time. Such translations from modal into classical ogic are also 
of independed interest in the context of the correspondence theory with respect to 
model-theoretic and axiomatization questions [ 104, 1031. In the following, we use those 
functional translations both to derive efficient proof methods for the class of bounded 
universal Horn formulae and to characterize their semantics in model-theoretic terms 
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exploiting the bijective correspondence between temporal and first-order structures over 
a fixed algebra pointed out in [21]. 
The idea is to add an additional argument to each predicate and to express the 
temporal relations which are expressed by temporal operators in temporal logic by 
formulae of classical logic. More precisely, temporal C-formulae are translated into 
formulae over an enriched signature ZZ(_X) = (ZZ(,S), ZZ(F), ZZ(P)) with 
II(S) = S kJ {time}, 
Ii(F) = F kJ (0 : --+ time, + :time time -+ time}, and 
n(P)={p:timesl...s,Ip:s,...s,EP}~ 
{ =: time time, < : time time, < : time time}, 
where kJ denotes the disjoint union of sets. The translation itself is defined* by 
II(A) = 7c(A,O,0) 
4&h t, C) = p(t, r) 
7c(o,A, 1, C) = Vx( {x E I} -+7c(A,t+X,{XEz}UC)) 




A VY’({O <Y’ KY> -‘n(A,t+Y’,{O<Y’<Y)UC))) 
n(A + B, t, C) = x(A, t, C) + n(B, t, C) 
n(AAB,t,C) = n(A,t,C)An(B,t,C) 
where y E Z stands for i- < y d i + ifZ=[i-,i+], i-<y<i+ ifZ=(i-,i+], i-<y<i+ 
if Z=[i-,i+), i-<y<i + if Z=(i-,i+), and r denotes a tuple of terms rl,...,r,. 
Remarks. (i) x6co (respectively, -co Qx) represents an empty constraint, i.e., x<co 
(respectively, -oo<x) is always true. 
(ii) For notational convenience, we often drop the last argument of n and write 71 
as a binary function if the last argument of n is not important or it is clear from the 
context (i.e., we write x(A, t) instead of n(A, t, C)). 
The formulae translated are interpreted in classical first-order structures with fixed 
interpretation of time, 0, +, = and < as integers E, 0 E Z, addition, equality, and 
inequality over Z in the discrete case, and as Q and appropriate operations and relations 
over Q in the dense case. We call these structures MTL-II-structures. 
2 The definition of IZ given covers only the fragment of bounded universal Horn formulae but it can be 
extended to till first-order temporal logic. 
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The resulting formulae contain explicit quantifiers for time variables only such that 
it suffices to inspect term generated structures with respect to II(Z) as models of the 
translated temporal logic programs, this is, &-structures with respect to the algebras 
dl =(Z,~,o,+l,-l,+,(f)fEX,=, <, <,=HB), 
respectively, 
where ($r, (f)fEz, =HB) is the ground term C-algebra. We identify d-structures with 
subsets of the d-base, which is defined as the set of all d-instances of atomic 
C-formulae. 
Proposition 4.1. Let Xl be a set of discrete and X2 be a set of dense bounded uni- 
versal Horn formulae and Al a discrete and A2 a dense bounded universal goal. The 
following are equivalent: 
1. & /=Ai 
2. QZ) l=n WAi) 
3. n(X) +dz fl(Ai), 
where kn denotes the validity in all MTL-Il-structures (of appropriate time domain) 
and +&, the validity in all di-structures. 
Proof. (1) ti (2) can be shown in lines of [21,20]. 
(2) + (3) is obvious. (3) =+ (2) can be seen as follows: Each MTL-IT-structure 
interprets, by definition, the sort time and operations and relations over time in the 
same, predefined way. These symbols are disjoint to those originating from the temporal 
signature, i.e. to symbols p : times1 . . . s, E L’(P) if p : s1 . . . s, E P (respectively, f E F). 
Since bounded universal Horn formulae contain explicit quantifiers over the integers 
(respectively, rationals) only, each satisfiable existential subformulae is satisfied by 
an element of Z (respectively, Q). The implicit quantifiers are universal and range 
over sorts from S, which are disjoint to time such that each formula satisfied by an 
d E C@$, s E S, can be also satisfied by a reachable d’ = evaZ(t) for some t E Fz,. These 
observations allow already to construct for each MTL-II’-structure A being a model 
of a set of bounded universal Horn formulae X a model A’ with FE as domain for 
sorts of S and the usual term operations as operations from F, i.e. an &i-model, in 
lines of the construction for universal theories of classical logic. 0 
The translation of bounded universal Horn formulae results into implication formulae 
with constraints 
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and goals 
G ::= C IA ( GAG I3xG 1 Vy({c-<-y<+c+} ---) G)I 
MG ~‘Q({~,<-Y<+~~} + G)), 
where A ranges over atoms, C over sets of constraints over &i, c-, c+ E Z (respectively, 
c-,c+ E Q), X, y being variables ranging over Z (respectively, Q) and ti =x + b or 
ti = b for some b E Z (respectively, b E Q). 3 Since ((II -+A) c C) H (A +-B A C) and 
((A + B) + C) H (A +- (B A C)), we restrict our attention to constraint implication for- 
mulae of the form A t C A G. We call them extended (constraint logic programming) 
Horn formulae or short extended CLP-formulae (respectively, extended (constraint 
logic programming) goals or extended CLP-goals). 
5. Constraint logic interpretation 
Constraint logic programs have been proposed in [59] in order to enhance the expres- 
siveness of logic programs. They generalize Horn logic programs over term algebras 
to Horn programs over arbitrary structures being solution compact and which have 
satisfaction complete theories. A Z-algebra d is called solution compact if each ele- 
ment d in d can be defined by a (possibly infinite) conjunction of constraints, and the 
complement of each constraint C can be defined by a (possibly infinite) disjunction of 
constraints [61]. Given an algebra d and a theory Y, they say to correspond if 
1. d is a model of Y, and 
2. for every constraint C, JZI b !lC iff Y + %. 
Y is satisfaction complete with respect to d if for every constraint C, either Y b ?K 
or .Y + -%‘. The algebras ~2~ are solution compact and have satisfaction complete 
theories. Solution compactness is easy to see, a satisfaction complete theory for dt can 
be obtained by combination of Clark’s axiomatization of unification [3 l] and a complete 
axiomatization of Presburger arithmetics. For ~$2 satisfaction completeness follows 
from completeness of the theory of real-closed fields and from Clark’s axiomatization 
of unification [31], which defines a satisfaction complete theory for the ground term 
algebra Yz. 
Almost all of the classical results for logic programs have been generalized to the 
constraint logic case. The notion of Herbrand-base, Herbrand-model, least and greatest 
Herbrand-model of a program P is replaced by that of .&(,X)-base, d(C)-model, least 
and greatest d(C)-model of a program P over a given structure d. The functional 
semantics defined by fixed points of a function Tp mapping from and into the Herbrand 
base of P is generalized and is given by fixed points of a function Tcp,d) mapping from 
and into the .d(C)-base of P. The operational semantics, this is, the derivation of goals 
3 According to the translation given above ti are either of the form ti =x or ti = b, b E Z (respectively, 
b E Q). In Section 8, however, a slightly modified translation for discrete time structures is used, which 
introduces also terms of the form x + b for the ti. 
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from programs, is substituted by (I’, &)-derivations, which generalize SLD-derivations. 
The condition for a resolution step 
Al,...,& ~SLLI (AI,...,Ai-l,Bl,...,Bnt,Ai+l,...,~~)~ 
is the existence of a formula A +- Bt, . . . , B, in the program 
unify with the most general unifier 8, which is replaced by a 
(P, &)-derivation step 
CA r,+..,A, F(P,~) ~,Al,...,Ai-1,Bl,...,Brn,Ai+l,...,An, 
P such that Ai and A 
similar condition for a 
namely that there is a formula A t C’, B1 ,...,B, in the program P and C={Ai=A}U 
C U C’ being d-satisfiable, where C, C’ are constraints over d. Given a set of con- 
straints C (over an algebra &‘), [C]l denotes the set of its solutions, i.e. [C] = {U : Y-+ 
d ] d /= Ca}, and [C]V for a set of variables V, the solutions of C restricted to V, 
i.e. [C]V = {U/V 1 a E [Cl}, w h ere xl&) = a(x) if x E V and ajv(x) =x otherwise. C is 
called satisfiable if [Cl # 0. 
As the first step towards semantical characterizations of extended CLP-formulae we 
generalize the fixed point operator T(p,d,) in order to handle bounded V quantifiers in 
their bodies: 
Tcp,d,,(S) = {d E &i - base 1 there is a formula A +- CA G in P, an 
&i-assignment ~1 such that &i /= da = Aa, 
&i /= CM, and S b GE}, 
where S + G is defined for closed4 extended goal formulae by 
1, S k A iff A E S, for a ground atomic formula A, 
2. S/=AAB iff S+A and SbB, 
3. s /=VJJ({c-<-y<+c+} + G) iff for all &i-assignments c( with c-<-~~(y)<+c+: 
S/=Ga, 
4. S k 3xG iff there is an &i-assignment CI to x such that S k Ga. 
T(p,dr) are well defined since subformulae \Jy({x + c-<-y<+c+} -+ G) occur in ex- 
tended CLP-formulae always in the scope of an 3x quantifier. 
Lemma 5.1. T(P,~~) is monotonic, i = 1,2. 
Following [105,9], we characterize the semantics in terms of canonical models and 
fixed points of the T(p,d,)-operator. 
Lemma 5.2 (d-Model-lemma). Let P1 be a discrete extended CLP-program and PZ 
a dense extended CLP-program. 
1. I is an .&i-model of Pi ifs qp,,d,)(I) C I. 
2. There exists a least &;-model of Pi, Im(Pi,&i), which is equal to Ifp(qpi,d8)). 
4 A formula A is called closed if all variables occurring in A are bounded by quantifiers. 
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3. There exists a greatest &i-model of P,, gm(Pi,&‘j), which is equal to 
ti(T,P,A,,)Y 
where lfp(T(p,,d,)) denotes the least fixed point and gfp(Tcp,..d,)) the greatest fixed 
point of T(P,,.~',). 
Proof. 1. Follows directly from the definition of T(,, .d,) and the consequence relation 
+ in &i-models. 
2 and 3. From the monotonic&y of T(pg,dS) we conclude that 7’cp,,di) has a least 
fixed point IfJ)(TCp,,d,)) and a greatest fixed point gfp(T(p,,d,)). Thereby 2 and 3 follow 
directly from 1. 0 
The characterizations above can be lifted to the temporal level associating to each 
MTL-II(Z)-structure II(A) a C-structure A’ called its corresponding structure in a 
bijective way: This structure has the same domain as n(A), 9yCA) = 9: for all 
s f S, the same functions, f n(A) = f A for all f E F, and the predicates defined by 
p”(,“)( t, d , , . . . ,d,) is true iff pf(dl, . . , d,) is true for predicate symbols p : SI,. . . ,s, 
in EC, di E Sn,, and time points t. 
Formally, this correspondence defines a functor II from the category of MTL- 
structures over C consisting of the MTL-structures as objects and appropriate mor- 
phisms (cf. [103, 1041) to the category of MTL-II-structures with MTL-II-structures 
over II(Z) as objects and suitable morphisms. 
Corollary 5.3. Let P be a set of bounded universal Horn formulae. 
1. There exists a least MTL-model of P, namely 
/m(P) = II-‘(Zm(IZ(P), &i)) = rfp(Tp) and 
2. There exists a greatest MTL-model of P, namely 
where Tp is defined by Tp = IT-’ o T(n(p),&,) o II, IT maps a MTL-structure into its 
corresponding &structure, n-’ denotes the inverse of II, and IT(P) denotes the 
translation of the program P. 
Proof. The proof follows essentially the lines of [20,21] defining a fixed point operator 
Tp on the level of temporal (Herbrand) structures, showing TP =27-l o T(p,d,) o IZ and 
lifting the least model and fixed point results to the temporal level. For the greatest fixed 
point characterization, we need to define the completion P* of a bounded universal 
program P both on the temporal and classical logic level. Using Tp =ZI-’ o T(p,d‘) o IT, 
we can then show that the d-model-lemma implies the existence of a greatest model 
with respect to the completion P* on the classical and temporal logic level. Cl 
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6. Proving bounded universal goals 
Standard proof methods in temporal logics rely on recursive characterizations of 
q , 0, Y and $2 operators, e.g., those presented in [107,3,8]: 
q A ++ AAooA 
OA ++ AvoOA 
AYB c) l (BV(AAAYB)) 
Af&B H o(BV(AAA%B)) 
They are usually combined with loop checking mechanisms in the propositional case 
or, in the first-order case, with some kind of induction rules. A naive attempt to exploit 
this technique would unfold goals of the form 
q ,A into A o’A 
i=l 
ignoring the structure of the formulae to be proven and leads to very inefficient deriva- 
tions. Besides this, it is not obvious how the proof methods based on the unfolding 
approach can be adapted for dense time structures. 
Example 6.1. Consider the translation of an excerpt of the slightly simplified (discrete) 
bounded universal Horn program listed in Fig. 1. 
0 [-2000,-16001 salesman(_iohn) 
13 [_ I 599,_ I 1~~~ manager_of( john, sales) 
q [_ 1~s+-60~j manager_of( john, development) 
0 [-599,-l] manager_of( john, board) 
q (manager(P) +- manager_of(P, D)) 
q (salary(P, S) t manager_of(P, D) A S =S(D)) 
The function f computes the salary for every manager of a given department which is 
in general a rather complex operation but one which can be computed in an uniform 
way for large intervals. 5 Queries for salary predicate (respectively, for the manager 
predicate) can therefore be proven uniformly for large intervals. But proving 
~o~_~~~~,_r~(manager(john)~ %(salary(john,S)AS 3 100000)) 
5 The factors influencing the salary of a manager are assumed not to change very often. 
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via the unfolding approach means proving 
+- i o’(manager( john) A 3S(salary( john, S) A S > 100000)) 
f=-1500 
without be able to use the uniform proofs for the manager and the salary predicate. 
Our intention is to explore these uniform proofs and present an operational seman- 
tics for bounded universal Horn formulae which efficiency is comparable to SLD- 
derivations, i.e., each of the basic steps can 
admits an intuitive procedural interpretation. 
be performed in linear time and which 
7. Simple (metric) temporal logic programs 
As a first step towards such an operationalization, we consider a fragment that can 
be handled within the constraint logic programming framework [25]. The goals of this 
fragment are called simple MTL-goals and are defined by 
G::=c]A] VrGIG/\G, 
the Horn formulae called simple MTL-Horn formulae by 
D::=A ( q 1D 1 DtG, 
where I denotes an interval, E the empty goal and A ranges over atoms. 
In the discrete case this class can be also defined as follows: Simple MTL-goals by 
G::=EIAIoGI.GI V,GlGr\G 
and simple MTL-Horn formulae by 
D::=A I oD1.D I q ,D I DtG.6 
In the rest of this section we focus on discrete MTL-programs but use also the first of 
the equivalent definitions above whenever it helps to simplify the presentation. As we 
will see later on, the results of the section can be easily adapted for the dense case as 
well. 
The first (obvious) observation (of the first definition) is that sequences of universal 
q I, . .u~, and existential operators VI, . . . 01, can be normalized to q C;=,~, (respec- 
tively, 0 c;=,c ) and 0 [o,o]A +-+ A such that it is sufficient to consider simple MTL-Horn 
formulae of the form 
6 The programs in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 are simple MTL-programs. 
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where 19 is the mgu of A and A’, y,_i denotes xT:fyj, and JJ =y,. 
Fig. 4. MTL-resolution for simple MTL-goals. 
Their translation results into formulae of the form 
(2) 
with b E Z, ci, c+ E Z U { -co, co}, and xi possibly constrained to be 0, i.e., ci = c+ =O. 
Moreover, translation of goals yields (II(P), &r )-goals that have the form 
c c A 4A,.F + c, A i;, n(Bi,_F,-i), (3) 
i=O 
withcEZ,y=yl+...+y,,yi=yl+.. .+ yi, A being an atom, C a set of inequalities 
and Bi goals, i=O,..., n. These normal forms allow to simplify SLD-resolution with 
constraints to the SLD-resolution variant listed in Fig. 4. 
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness, completeness). Let P be a simple MTL-program and G a 
simple MTL-goal. Then 
(Completeness) If +- G t-(n(~),dj +- G’, then c G kMTL t G’, 
(Soundness) rf e G I-M~~ + G’, then +- G k(n(p),dj c G’, where F_MTL stands 
for derivable using the MTL-resolution rule. 
Proof. Notice that the substitution for XI in the MTL-rule keeps the form of the 
translated goal as described in (3). Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that the MTL- 
resolution rule is equivalent to the corresponding (D(P), ~$1 )-derivation step, which 
yields 
CUC'U~~ll{C; <Xi<C~}U{~$sXi+b=~ +c} 
\ / 
I? 
A i IT(B~, 2 Xj) A h n(Bi,L,_i) 8. 
i=l j=l i=O 
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By rewriting the equation e with x1 as subject we get the equation xt =y - cz:’ Xi + 
c - b. Since x1 doesn’t occur in C, C’, U~!~‘{c~ <x; d c:}, and &Z(BiyY,,_i), we 
get by elimination of XI the goal 
( { m+l 1 m+l c CUC’U Cy<J+ C -Xi+C-bfCT U U {CL <Xi <C+} r=2 i=2 
m/ i m+l 
L , 
\ n 
A /\n &,C(Xj)+J - CXj +C-b 
,J 
A /jn(Bi,y,_i) 0, 
i=l j=2 j=2 i=O 
1 
j+C:+=,+-x,+c-b 
which is equivalent to the conclusion of the MTL-resolution rule. 0 
As Corollary of 7.1 and the completeness of (H(P), XII )-derivations we obtain 
Corollary 7.2 (Brzoska [23]). MTL-resolution in conjunction with constraint check- 
ing over ~$1 is sound and complete for proving simple MTL-goals from simple MTL- 
programs. 
MTL-resolution is not sufficient for proving goals containing q c, 9, and % operators. 
Example 7.3. Consider the simplified MTL-program from Fig. 1 with the translation 
salesman( x, john) +- { -20 <x < - 16) 
manager_of( x, john, sales) c { - 15 d x 6 - 1 l} 
manager_of( x, john, development) c { - 10 < x < - 6) 
manager_of( x, john, board) t { -5 d x d - 1) 
manager( x, Person) +- manager_of( x, Person, Department) 
Using the MTL-resolution mechanism (or the CLP-derivation mechanism) we can 
prove the goals7 
+--o]_r5,_tt]manager( john) rn +-Vx({-15 dx< - ll}--+ manager(x, john)) 
+ q [_lO,_6]manager( john) rn +- Vx({ - 10 < x < - 6) -+ manager(x, john)) 
+- q [_s,_l]manager( john) rn -Vx({-5 dx < - l} -+ manager(x, john)) 
‘A --n B denotes II(A)=B. 
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but not’ 
t q ,-is,-hlmanager( john) EII + \Jx({ - 15 d x G - 6) + manager@, john)) 
tol_is,_ilmanager( john) =n +-Vx({-15 <x 6 - l}-+ manager@, john)) 
tot_io,_ilmanager( john) -_II t Vx({-10 <x d - 1) + manager@, john)) 
t manager(john) Y salesman(john) -n +- 3x( {x < - 1) A salesman(x, john) 
r\Vy({x + 1 d y < - 1) + manager(y, john))), 
which also follow from the program. They are direct consequences of the first three 
goals and the clause q [_-2a,_i61 salesman(john) but are not provable by a single MTL- 
derivation. 
7.1. Solving systems of linear inequalities over 4 
In 1824 Fourier proposed the first algorithm for solving linear arithmetic constraints. 
Apart from historical interest - its complexity is exponential in general - it has interest- 
ing theoretical properties [74]. We use the algorithm to eliminate existential quantifiers 
and to prove the LR-lemma allowing to eliminate bounded universal quantifiers. This 
lemma is the key of our proof method for bounded universal goals. We will show 
that the algorithm has linear time complexity for constraint systems generated during 
MTL-derivations. It is thereby the most promising method for satisfiability checking 
during derivations of temporal goals. Our presentation follows essentially the lines of 
[74], but we extend their Fourier’s algorithm to strict inequalities, <, needed in the 
dense time part of the paper. 
Let P be a set of inequalities and x a variable in P. Let, for convenience, arrange 
P by equivalent algebraic manipulation into the form 
li d X i=l,...,p 
I(< x i=l,...,p’ 
x,< yi j=l,...,q 
x< r> j=l,...,q’ 
d&O l=l,...,s, 
where p, p’, q,q’,s 2 0 and Ii, Ii, rj,r,!, dl does not contain x, <I E { <, < }. 
A Fourier step eliminating x from P transforms P into 
(4) 
Zi < ?J i=l,..., p; j=l,..., 4 
Zi < rj i=l,..., p; j=l,..., 4’ 
1; < 9 i=l,..., p’; j=l,..., q 
1: < rj i=l,..., p’; j=l,..., q’ 
dr <r 0 l=l,...,s. 
8 The kmslation of the Y operator used below is sound for discrete time only. 
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Fourier’s algorithm consists of the following steps: select a variable, say X, to elim- 
inate, arrange the inequalities into a form appropriate for elimination of x, apply a 
Fourier elimination step eliminating X. The algorithm terminates if one of the elim- 
ination steps generate a contradictory inequality 0%~ or if all variables have been 
eliminated. In the first case, the original inequalities were unsatisfiable, and in the sec- 
ond case we infer their satisfiability. In order to simplify notation, we use <l J, <2 to 
denote d if $l = <2 = d , and < otherwise. 
Lemma 7.4. Let P be a set of inequalities and let P’ be derived from P by a Fourier 
step eliminating the variable x from P, then 3xP ++ P’. 
Proof. Let P be w.1.o.g. of the form given in (4) and let CI denote its solution. Then 
Z(l;)<tx(~)<E(rj), i=l,..., p; j=l,..., q 
E(li) d E(X) <E(rj), i=l..., p; j=l,..., q’ 
E($)<R(x)fE(rj), i=l,..., p; j=l,..., q’ 
E(Z~)<cr(x)<E(rJ), i= l,..., p; j= l,..., q’ 






“ + “: Assume 3xP. Then there exists an 01 satisfying (4) and, as a consequence, (5)- 
(9) and also P’. Since x does not occur in P’, the choice for x does not influence 
the satisfiability of P’, and consequently 3xP + P’. 
“ +“: Assume P’ is satisfiable with IX. Then 
E(Zi) <I(q), i=l,..., p; j=l,..., 4 
X(li) <E($), i=l,..., p; j=l,..., 4’ 
Z(Zj) < E(q), i= l,..., p’; j= l,..., q 
??(I;) < C.&Q, i=l,..., p’; j=l,..., q’ 
and consequently 
We extend o! for x by a(x)=ml, if ml >m2, and for ml <m2 by 
oG)=m= i(m2 +minr=l,..., q;jzl ,_.., q~{cC(~~),oI(yjl)}). 
MTL-resolution generates only a restricted class of constraints to be checked for 
satisfiability which can be associated with trees. A set T of terms of the form C xi + c 
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with pairwise distinct variables xi and c E Z 9 (respectively, Q) defines a tree if for 
every variable x in Vur(T) there is an unique prefix C:=, Xi in T with x,, =x (unique 
prefix property). lo It is easy to see that if T defines a tree, then ( Vur(T), <) is a tree, 
where < is defined by: x < y iff there exist X, _p E T such that X +x and ji =X +x + y. 
A system of inequalities C is called an extended tree constrain system, short an 
ETCS, with respect to a tree ( Vur(C), 6 ) if it is of the form C’ UE with 
C’ c {c-<~x,x~~c+ 1 x is a variable} U 
{c- <, X , X $c+ 1 for paths x in ( Vur( C), < ) starting from 
the root} 
and 
E C {Y + c-+Y', Y’<;, ,y+c+jfor pathsx + y,Z + y’ in (Vur(C), <) 
starting from the root}, 
<E{<, <}, c-,c+~Z (respectively, C-,c+EQ), and%=xl +...+x,. An extended 
tree constrain system with an empty E, E = 0, is also called tree constraint system, 
short a TCS. MTL-resolution generates only extended tree constraint systems. 
Lemma 7.5. If U(G) ~.M~L G’, then G’Ocl contains only extended tree constraint 
systems, where t&l(x) = --x if x occurs with negative sign in G’ and e,/(x) =x oth- 
erwise. 
We use this observation for a specialized method for satisfiability checking during 
MTL-derivations based on Fourier’s algorithm, which eliminates variables being leaves 
of the tree underlying the ETCS of interest. This strategy keeps the ETCS property 
invariant, and since the coefficients of the variables occurring in ETCSs are either 1 or 
0, they can be eliminated without algebraic manipulations on the coefficients. Checking 
for satisfiability over the integers coincides thereby with satisfiability checking over the 
reals. A rule based formulation of the method is listed in Figs. 6 and 7 for systems 
containing strict inequalities. A simplified version for systems without strict inequalities, 
which are sufficient in the discrete case, is given in Fig. 5. We denote the simplification 
relation defined by rules (MLB), (Mm), (ID), and (ILB) by --fsc and that by rules 
of -+sc and (E y i), i = 1,2, by jeSc. Their counterparts for systems with strict 
inequalities are denoted by -+&c and -‘&c . To ensure their termination we use an 
ordering > on tuples (c, d ), c E Z (respectively, Q) defined by (cl, <1) <(CT, <2) iff 
cl<c2orc1=~2and+~=<,<~=<. 
9 Terms XI + . + x, + c are interpreted here as words over Y U Z with + as concatenation on words. 
lo A similar notion called prejix-stability (respectively, unique prejx property) was introduced in the 
context of automated theorem proving in modal logics by translating into first-order logic [86] (respectively, 
[34]). This property of terms coding modal contexts of translated modal logic formulae guarantees that the 
unification under associativity of those terms always yields a finitely set of most general unifiers although 
unification under associativity is infinitary in general. 
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(ILB) c u {c, bX + y, y <c3} +esc 
cu{c,C?+y,cl -c3<X,ydc3} 
if for all c2 dX E C, cl -c3 > c2. 
WJB) CU{x+yfcl,c3dy}~,, 
cu{7+y~c,,xbcl -c3,c3<y} 
if for all X<c2 EC, c2>cl - c3. 
(E y 1) Cu{c~~~+,v~c~,z+bbydz’+b’}+,,C U 
{c; <x+ y<c;, z+b<ydz’+b’,c; -b’bx+z’,x+z&q -b} 
if for all cT<X+z’EC, cl -b’>c; or for allF+zbc,+EC, 
c;>c: -b. 
(E y 2) Cu{c,dy<c;,z+b6y6z’+b’}+,,CU 
{cy <y<c;,z+b<y<z’+ b’,c;-b’dz’,z<c;-6) 
ifforallc;<z’EC,c;-b’>cs orforallzdc~EC,c,+>c~-b. 
(MLB) CU{clGi,c2~X}-+,, CU{max(q,c2)<?} 
(MUB) CU {Xdc~,X<c2} +esc CU {??G min(q,q)} 
Fig. 5. Satisfiability checking of extended tree constraint systems. 
(ILB) c u {Cl<,x + y> _%3c3} -+dsc 
cu{cl~,~+y,cl -C3<1L<3%Y=s3C3) 
if for all c2+,%E C, (cl - c3, <I 143 )>(c2,<2). 
WJB) cu {x + J’=$Cl,c3<3Y) -+dsc 
cu{x+y~lcl,~=$1~3cI -c3,c3=53y) 
if for all X=52c2 E C, (c2, <2)>(c1 - c3, <I I=53 ). 
(MLBI) CU{cl~,x,c2~2X}~dscCU{Cl~,X} 
if cl >c2 
(MLB2) CU{q<&q=@} -+dscCU{Cl <I .1+2x) 
(MUBl) CU {x<,c,,x=$cZ} +dsc cu {%,cl}, 
if c1 cc2 
Fig. 6. Satisfiability checking of tree constraint systems with strict inequalities. 
Theorem 7.6 (Satisfiability checking). Let C be an (extended) tree constraint system 
and let -+ denote +&c (respectively, -feSc ). 
(Termination) There is no injinite chain C = Cl + C2 --f . . . 
(E Y 2 ) C U {c;=$-y=$c;,z+bb;y$;z’+b’} jeSc C u 
(cv~ry~Y+cyf,z+b~ly~~z’+b’, 
c;-b’<J<;z’,z<&<; c;-b} 
if for all c;$Jz’EC, (c;, $;)<(c;-b’, $y I<:), 
respectively, for all z<zcz~C, (c,‘, <,f)>(c;-b, $;J=$). 
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(E Y 1) C u {cl~lx+y~~c~,z+b~~~~~z’+6’) -+esc c u 
{cl~lx+y~~c~,z+b~,y~,fz’+b’, 
c,-b’<; ~=$x+z’,T+z <:L<, +b} 
if for all c,~,x+z’~C,(c,,~,)<(c,-b’, $; I<,+), 
respectively, for all X+Z~,~C,+EC, (c,‘, <,‘) > (c;‘-6, $7 1%; ). 
Fig. 7. Satisfiability checking for extended tree constraint systems with strict inequalities. 
(Invariance) Zf C + C’ then [Cl =[C’], where I[C] denotes the solutions of C, i.e. 
[C]l= {a : Y---f s&‘~JCCI is valid ouer al} (respectively, [C] = {a : V + &‘I ICa is valid 
overdi}. 
(Completeness) IfC is unsatisjiable, then there exists a C’ such that C 5 C’ and C’ 
contains an inequality cl<1 z<~c~ with cl >c2 or cl = c2 and one of the <i equals <. 
PrOOf. We show the theOrem for -‘e&c and obtain the corresponding results for desc 
by specialization. 
(Termination) We define a well-founded ordering >ec on extended tree constraint 
systems such that the left-hand sides of the inference rules defining -)&c are greater 
than the right-hand sides, respectively. 
First we define the complexity et(C) of an ETCS by 
ec(C)=c(C)Uel(C)Uez(C), 
c(C)={W+y) I (1) { cl <ix + y, ~4~~3) G C and for all 
c~<~~EC: (c~,<~)<(c~ - ~3, <1 l=s2 ), Or, 
(2) {x+ y<,c1,c3<~y}&C and for all 
532 E c : (c2, =$)>(Cl - c3, =sl 1<3 )> 
el(C)={d(Z+y),d(F+y) 1 (1) {c;<;T+y,y<~z’+b’}CC and 
for all c,=@+z’EC: (cF,<z)< 
(~1 - b’, <; l=s]: ), or, 
(2) {X + y+TcT,z + b=$;y} C C and 
for all X + z<2+c2f E C : (c,‘, <,‘) > 
($4 $A=$)) 
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e2(C) = {d(Z+y),d(f+y) 1 (1) {c-+-X+ Y=S+C+,C~<jTYyY$Z +b’) 
C C and for all cZ; <>z’ E C : (c;, $2 > > 
(c, -b’, =Gy I<; 1, or, 
(2) {c-<-X + y<+c+, y<;c;,z + &,y} G c 
and for all z$:c,’ EC : (c,', <,') > 
(c;-h <;1<; )) 
and d(xi + . . + x,) = n. >ec is defined by 
Cl >f?CCZ iff(CiI>(C2/ or 
(CiI = (C*( and ec(Ci) > ec(C2). 
(C( denotes the cardinality of C and > the extension of > on natural numbers to 
a multi-set ordering. >ec is well-founded, since it is defined by a lexicographical 
combination of two well-founded orderings [38]. 
Applications of the merge rules (ML&) and (MU&) decrease the cardinality of C. 
(EB) and (ZUB), however, do not change the cardinal&y of C and the sets ei(C). If 
C -‘edsc C’ by application of (ZLB), then 
and for all c~=$~ZE C, (~2, <2)<(cr -c3, <r J <3). Consequently, c(C) =XU {d(T +y)} 
and c(C’) =X U {d(T)} or c(C’) = X. Since d(E) < d(T + y), we have c(C) > c(C’). 
Similarly, if C -S&c C’ by application of (RIB), then JCI = (C’] and c(C) > c(C’). 
If cl -+edsc C2 by some of the (Eyi) rules, then one of the inequalities cl - b’ $; J 
~;x+z’,x+z~~~~yc~ - b, c; - b’ <; 14: z’ or z <; 1 d; c; - b are added 
to C2. We have ec(C2) = c(C2)Uei(C2)Ue2(C2) with 
c(G) C c(C1 )U (4% + Y)) and 
dC2) = ei(C1) \ (42 + r>dG + Y>) 
for some i, and consequently Ci >> C2. 
(Invariance) First notice that by application of the merge rules - (MLBi) and (MUBi) 
_ we can ensure that for each X + y, C contains at most the inequalities 
(a) cl%: T + y 6:~: (c) cJ5; y $y’cz 
(b) c;<; X +z <2fc; (d) c,$, z <+c; -2 
(e) z + b=q;y <Tz’ + b’ 
such that elimination of y according to Fourier’s method can be reduced to their 
pairwise combinations. It can be checked that combination of (a) and (c) yields 
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and 
(15) 
which correspond to applications of (ZLB) and (IUB). 
The combination of (a) and (e) leads to 
and that of (c) and (e) to 
These inequalities correspond to applications of the (Eyi)-rules. The premises of the 
-+edsc -simplification rules ensure that only inequalities not already subsumed are gen- 
erated. 
(Completeness) Since -S&c specifies a particular variable elimination strategy of 
the Fourier’s algorithm in conjunction with elimination of redundant inequalities, com- 
pleteness follows by Lemma 7.4. 
7.2. QuantiJier elimination 
The most important step towards a proof method for bounded universal Horn 
formulae exploiting uniform proofs are the following two lemmas. They allow to elim- 
inate bounded universal quantifiers over linear inequalities. 
Lemma 7.7 (LR-Lemma). Let D be a system of linear inequalities over the rational 
or real numbers, and t-, t+ terms not containing the variable y. Then 
v'Y(t- <- y $+ t+ -+ 3~0) H EQ(Vy(t- <- y <+ t+ t Ml)), (16) 
where EQ is dejined in Fig. 8. 
Proof. Let c1 be a variable assignment for the variables in Var(t-) and Var(t+), and 
let E(t-) = c-, Z(t+) = c+, and Z(D) = C. 
If c- <- J<+ c+ does not hold, then the left side of the equivalence (16) under CI 
is trivially true, i.e. it is equivalent to ~(c- <- 4 <+ c+). If c- <- l& c+ hold, then 
using the equivalence 
Vy(c_ <- y<+c++3zc) (--f A WC u {c<yc<c}) 
c- 4-c<+c+ ’ , 
CC 
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Function EQ(Vy(t- <- y <+tf -+ 3zC)) 
Input: A set of linear inequalities C quant@ed 
Vy(t- <- y <f t+ -+ 3zC), terms t-, t+ with y $! Var(t-) U Var(t+), 
- i.e., y is not contained in the variables of t-,ti -, z tuples of 
variables, <-, <+ E { <, < }. 
Output: A to the input formula equivalent quantifier free formula 
C’. 
begin 
Eliminate z from C u {t- <- y & t+} via the Fourier’s method. 
Arrange the result into a form suitable for the elimination of y, 
i.e., into 
Cl = {Zi <f y i= l,...,p 
y $rYj j=l,...,q 
d, 540 i=l ,...,S}. 
C2 = {t~~~_l~~t~}U{d~~~O(i=l,...,s} 
Ct = if <- = < then Ufzl {Zi <t-} 
else Ur!, {li<ft-} 
C,. = if <+ = < then Uj”=, {t+ f q} 
else UJ”=, {t+<fq} 
return (C2 U C! U C,) V {-(t-<- 1 <+t+)} 
end 
Fig. 8. Elimination of bounded V and 3 quantifiers. 
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we eliminate z via Fourier’s methods and obtain sets Ci. We arrange them in a form 
suitable for the elimination of yc: 
li<iYc i=l,...,p 
CBYC 
di<tO i= l,...,~. 
Elimination of yc yield sets CF with Cr = 
li<fl<; rj i=l,..., p; j=l,..., 4 
lj<fc i=l,...,p 
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C<;ij j=l,...,q 
d&O i= l,...,s. 
Their union U,_ $- c <+ c+ Cf can then be written as 





Utj {Zi<fC(C-<-C<+C+}. (18) 
i=l 
The sets ( 17), (18) can be simplified, since for =$ = < , c+ < ri + c <I rj for all c < c+. 
On the other hand, for each solution a of S = {c =$ ri 1 c- $- c-cc+}: c+ <M(Q), since 
in case of E(ri) < cf, there would be a c, with Z(Y~) <c, <c+ (Density of Q and R), 
in contradiction to c, <I Z(ri), since {cU <I ri} c S. Thus, S ++ c+ < ri and thereby 
(17) k ,IJ {c’ Gyi). 
For $+ = <, notice that 
holds and because of c+ =$ ri E {c <i ri 1 c- <- c <c+} also the inverse implication such 
that 
(17) ++ b {C’ <rYi}. 
i=I 
Since by assumption c- <c+, 
(li<fC-AC+<Jirj)+ li<fL<Jrj i=l,...,p; j=l,...,q. 
Consequently, 
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and therefore 
vyy(c- <- y ++ c+ 4 3zC) 
EQ(vy(c- <- y <+ c+ --) 3zC)) 
and since Z(t-) = c-‘,lx(t’) = c+, and Cc(D) = C also (16). 0 
Lemma 7.8 (LR-Lemma for ETCSs over the integers). Zf C is ay1 extended tree con- 
straint system over the integers and t-, tt terms not containing y, then 
Vy(t_ <y<t+ +~zC)++((3zC{y+t-} A3zC{yttf}At- <t+)v t- >t+). 
Remark. The lemma does not hold for arbitrary set of inequalities over the integers, 
e.g., Vy(O<y<3+3~(0<3x-~60)) is false but 3x((0<3x-yfO){ycO})~~x((O 
f3x - yGO){y -3)) is true over the integers. 
Proof (sketch). Follow the lines of the proof of the LR-lemma for systems of inequal- 
ities over the reals or rational numbers. The only crucial point in the proof depending 
on the structure of rational or reals - restricting the lemma to inequalities < - is the 
variable elimination by Fourier’s method. Following the variable elimination strategy 
used in -+esc for extended tree constraint systems we eliminate every variable without 
algebraic operations on its coefficient. Therefore, the proof goes through for extended 
tree constraint systems over the integers as well. 17 
The union of two ETCSs (with respect to a common tree) can be again represented 
as an ETCS. 
Lemma 7.9 (U-Lemma). Let P be an extended CLP-program and G an extended 
CLP-goal. Zf 
with ci <CT and either 
1. c+>c- <+ = < or <- I ’ 2’11 ’ .2 = <, or 
2. “1”$ 
then P k VZl UZ2 -+ cwc; <; Y $2 + cl -+ G)), where 9 denotes the universal closure. 
In the discrete case the union of two ETCSs can be also represented without strict 
inequalities. 
Lemma 7.10 (U-Lemma). Let P be an extended CLP-program and G be an extended 
CLP-goal over &I. If 
1. P+6(Zl+(Vy(c;dy<c~-+G))) and 
2. P t= 9(Z, 4 (Vy(c; $ y <c,t + G))), 
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with cl:<c,?, i= 1,2, and cT>c; - 1, then P k6(Z, uI~~(~~Y(cI~Y~c~~-‘G))), 
where 9 denotes the universal closure. 
8. Proof method, discrete time 
LR-lemma and U-lemma are the key of our proof method for proving bounded 
universal goals. In Fig. 9 we extend simple MTL-resolution to prove goals containing 
q , operators. G[A] indicates that A occurs in G, and then G[B] denotes the result of 
replacing one occurrence of A in G by B. The VI rules generate existential relaxations of 
the universal goals to be proven. The sets of answer constraints obtained by successful 
derivations of the existential goals, are converted by 3V-C-rule into answer constraints 
of bounded universal goals by application of the LR-lemma and combined by the 
VC-rule (U-lemma). VE rules check whether the solution set of the set of constraints 
obtained subsumes the universally quantified goal to be proven. 
Goals containing Y and $2 operators can be handled essentially in the same way 
as goals containing q , operators (Fig. 11). First, we prove the existential part of the 
translated A Y B goal (respectively, A 42 B goal) and then the bounded universal part 
by the proof method for q , goals. We refine the translation function in Fig. 10 in order 
to avoid strict inequalities and to mark A operators introduced by translation of Y 
and % . We use these labels to identify the existential and the universal part in the 
translated goals and to control the sequence of their proofs (Fig. 11). The derivation 
relation defined by rules listed in Figs. 11 and 9, and the MTL-resolution rule, Fig. 4, 
in conjunction with satisfiability checking over &t is denoted by EEM~L .
Lemma 8.1. Let CO A Go be an extended CLP-goal. If CO A GO FEMTL Cl A G1 with 
respect to an extended CLP-program P, then Cl is an extended tree constraint 
system. 
The completeness of the EMTL-calculus is essentially ensured by the following 
lemma which allows to show the continuity of the T(n(p),_d,))-operator. 
Lemma 8.2. Let Zl & 12 C . . . be an ascending chain of &,-structures and G an ex- 
tended CLP-goal. Zf Uz, Ii k G, then there is a natural number j with Ij + G. 
As a direct consequence, we obtain: 
Lemma 8.3. T(P,~, ) is continmus, i.e., T(p,d,j(Url 4)’ UF, T(~,_cg,)(Ii) for each as- 
cending chain I1 c I2 C . . . 
The operator T(n(p),d2) is, however, not continuous in general as we will see in 
the next section. We can now prove soundness and completeness of the k,s,~r~ 
calculus. 
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(VJ’I) 
G[Vy ((c- <ydc+} + $B,x + y))] 
G[Vy ({c- < y <c+} -+71(&X + y) I )I, 
G[Vy({t- 6y<t+} +7@,x+ Y)lAjqJl 
(31) G[Vy(((t-dydt+}~71(B,X+~)I 
(n(B,x+y)A{t-dy6~+})~~A*~fi~)l 
if 0 is a permutation on integer variables, i.e., a bijec- 
tive variable renaming that maps the integer variables in 
Vur(7c(B,E + y)) \ {F} to new distinct variables. 
tG[Vy({t-By6t+}~~(~,~++y)I 
(3vc) {c, <Yl a:> Ull A A&l 
-G[Vy({t-~ydt+}-,n(B,x+y)l 
U,=(&c; 6Yl eq) UhbU {Y~GY4AA\i~;)l, 
where 8, o are permutations on variables in 
Var(ll U {CT d yt <CT} \ {T}) that map the variables in their 
domains to new distinct variables. 
+G[Vy({t-dy<t+}+c(B,X+y)I 
UI=t,2(ZiU {Yei<y~i))AAiB~)I 
+-- G[Vy ({t- 6ybt+} + 4B,x + y)I&*,2 (Ii u {yei 6YOi)) 
~{Y’I G.Y’~,.Y’z - 1 d_YOt Gyo2) AAi’J,)I 
cG[Vy({t-dy~t+}~~(B,x+y))A\iBfy)] 
+-G[{t->t+ - l}] 
if t- >t+ is satisfiable. 
-G[Vy({t- dy<t+} -+ n(B,x + y) ( I u {ye Q yo} A Aj B;)] 
~G[Z~{yedya}U(~edt-<tf<ya)] 
if I u { y0 < ya} u {ye < t- d t+ d yc} is satisfiable. 
Fig. 9. Extended MTL-resolution for proving &-goals. 
Theorem 8.4. Let P’ be a set of bounded universal Horn formulae, G’ a bounded 
universal goal, and P (respectively, G) its translation. 
(Soundness) Zf P ~~~~~ G then P’ k G’, 
(Completeness) rf P’ k G’ then P FEATS G. 
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Fig. 10. Translation of Y and Q goals for discrete time. 
w9 
+G[(IU{c<y<d}h'y'({y+ l~y'~c+}~n(B,x+y')))] 
+G[Iu{cQyQd}AVy’({y+ l<y’Qc+}+n(B,X+y’) I)] 
(VIa) + G[(I U {c<y<d}AVy’({c- <y’<y - 1) --) n(B,n + y’)))] 
tG[IU{cdyQd}AVy’({c-<y’<y- l}+rc(B,~+y’) I)] 
I 
Fig. 11. Extended MTL-resolution for 9’ and 42 goals. 
Proof. Due to soundness and completeness of the translation, Proposition 4.1, it re- 
mains to show their counterparts for extended CLP-programs and goals. 
(Soundness) We prove 
G kEMTL I =+ P +v(Z+G), (19) 
by induction on the number n of VI rule applications, which shows the soundness part 
of the theorem. 
For II =O, G k,s~r~ Z is a pure MTL-derivation and (19) follows by soundness of 
(U(P), JS?~ )-derivations. 
For 12 > 0, G ~_EMTL I is of the form ” 
G t--h4TL G’=G’py(t-<y<t+--tB(x+y))] 
bI G’[Vy(t- dydt+ -tB(x+ y)) I] 
~EMTL G’py(t- 6 J’ Q t+ + B(x + _Y)) 1 A Bi(x + J’)ei] 
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G’[Vy(t-dydt++B(T+y)) 1 /\Ii] 









Applying the inductive hypothesis, 
P k Q(II + B(x + y)Qi) (20) 
and since for each CC,c+ E Z with c- <c+ according to the LR-lemma, Lemma 7.8, 
P + v(r’ + (Vy(yOi <y d JNj --) 3ZB(x + y)))). 
Using U-Lemma for i = 1,. . . , n, we obtain 
(21) 
P i= 6(1’ + (Vy(y& < y d yo,+1 ---f 3zqx + y)))) 
and again by LR-lemma, 
(22) 
P k Wsu {Ylh <t-,t+ <Yn+l%+l)) ---) Vy(r- < y d t+ -+ 3zB(x + y))). (23) 
\ / 
S’ 
By inductive hypothesis, P + v(I + G”) such that with (23) and I >S’ also P k 
6(Z -+ G” --+ G’) implying P k q(I --f G’). Using soundness of (II(P),&1 )-derivations, 
P + v(I -+ (G’ --+ G)) and consequently P + ?(I -+ G). 
(Completeness) According to d-model-lemma and continuity of T(nCp), ,d, ), 
and it remains to be shown If T(p,,d,j r n k GB for some 0, then 3G ~-EMTL I with 
8 E [I], which we are going to prove by induction on n. 
The base case, n = 0, is trivial. For n > 0, we continue by structural induction 
on G. The cases G = A, G = GI A Gz, and Z!xG are shown by standard arguments. For 
G being of the form G = Vy(c- d y f c+ + G’), 
if T(p,,d, ) r n k {cd y d c} A G’B for all c within c- < c < c+. Inductive hypothesis 
applied to {C d y <c} A G’O yields the existence of derivations {c d y <c} A G’O kEMr~ 
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I, with 8{ y t C} E I[I,]v,,(o~) and {c- < y&6 c’} A G’@ EEMTL I,’ with If G I,& for 
some permutations 8,. Since 
3 
Var( G) 
and, as a consequence, an EMTL-derivation 
bfC vy(c- <y<c+ --+ G') 1 Iv’. 
On the other hand, 
implies 
(24) 
and the derivation above can be extended by kt/~z I. Since 8 E [IC]var(o) for all c 
within c- <c < c+, (24) implies f3E[Z]var(o), which concludes this case. 
For G being of the form 3x( G(x)AVy(t- + x < y < t+ -+ G’)), 
T(P,~I,) t n k 3x(G(x)AVy(t- +xQy<t+ + G’))B 
implies that there is an c1 with a(x) E Z such that 
T(p,~,)fn~(G(x)j\Vy(t- +xdy<t++G’))Ba. . / 
G(x)OciiiVy(t- +a(~) <y<t+ - G’O) 
Since t- + a(x) E H, according to inductive hypothesis applied to Vy(t- + a(x) <y 
Q t+ -+ G’), there is a derivation 
G(x)aAVy(t- + a(x) <y < t+ + G) EEMTL I 
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+ manager(X) Y salesman(X) E-n + 3y({yg - I} A salesman(Y, X) 
AVY’({y + 1 Gy’ < -1) - manager(y’, X))) 
EMTL {-2O<Y<-16}hVY’({Y+ l<y’<-l}+ manager(Y’, john)) 
tv~:v {-2O,<y<-16}AVY’({Y+ I<y’,< - 1)~ manager(Y’, john) I) 
t31 {-2O<YC-16}AVy’({Y+ I<y’< - l}+ manager(Y’, john) 1 
{ y + 1 C y{ < - I} A manager(Yi , john) A 
{Y+ 1 <y;<-l}A manager(y;, john)A 
{y+ I<Yi<-I}A manager(y4, john)) 
EMTL {-2O<y<-16}AVY’({y+ l<Y’< -l}+ manager(Y’, john) / 
{-15$Y~~-11}A{-l0~y;~-6}A{-5~yj~-1}) 





kvc {--2O~y~-l6}~~y’({y+ l<y’< - 1)~ manager(y’, john) 1 
I u {y;e<Y;e,Y;e - 1 <y;o<y;cr} 
u{Y;e~Yp,Y;B - 1 <y;u<y;a}) 
. / 
II +y;b’= - lO,y;a= - ll,@= -5,&r== -6 
5~2 {-2O<y<-16}uI, u{y;6<y+ l<-l<y;o} 
+y=-16,y;O= - 15,y;o= - 1 
Fig. 12. An EMTL-derivation for the goal from Example 8.5. 
with 8 E [Z]V,,(G), and, as a consequence, also one of the form 
G(x)AVy(t- + x Q y ,<t+ 4 G’) kEM~~ I* 
consisting of the same derivations steps. We have [II*] > [I] and 0 E j[Z*]~,~(c). 0 
Example 8.5. Consider again the program from the Example 7.3 and the goal 
+- manager(X) Y salesman(X) =JI +- 3y({y6 - 1) A salesman(y,X) 
AVy’({y + 1 by’< - l} + manager(y’,X))). 
It can be proved by the EEMrL-derivation listed in Fig. 12. 
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Lemma 8.6. Let C be a tree constraint system which is normalized with respect to 
the merge rules (MLBi) and (MUBi), i.e., (A4LBi) and (MUBi) are not applicable 
to c. 
The satis-ability of C is decidable in O(n) via -‘&, where n denotes the number 
sf variables in C. 
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Proof. The number of variables in C corresponds to the number of nodes in ( Var(C), 
<). Since C is a tree constraint system none of the rules (Eyi) is applicable and by 
assumption also none of (MLB1’) and (MUBQ. 
The rules (ILB) and (IUB) compute only improved bounds for strict prefixes of the 
applied inequalities X + y. The normal form of C can therefore be computed applying 
rules (ILB) and (IUB) in a bottom up manner. Thus, if n denotes the number of nodes 
of the tree defined by C, then each of the rules (ILB) and (BJB) can be applied to C 
only n times. 0 
Theorem 8.7. Let P denote an extended CLP-program and C A G an extended CLP- 
goal. 
If CA G FEMTL C’ A G’ and C is normalized with respect to -+eSc, then the satis- 
jiability of C’ is decidable in linear time via jeSc. 
Proof. Notice that if G ~EMTL G’, then the tree underlying G’ contains only a constant 
number (depending on the inference rule applied) of additional nodes and the corre- 
sponding ETCS C’ a constant number of additional inequalities. The original ETCS 
C, that of G, is +esc -normalized and, as a consequence, -+,,-simplification rules are 
only applicable to systems containing inequalities from C’\C. It can be shown that 
for each of the EMTL rules C’ can be (Eyi)-normalized by a constant number of 
simplification steps such that the theorem follows by Lemma 8.6. 0 
9. Dense time structures 
Temporal logics over dense time structures are in general harder than those over 
discrete time and methods developed for the discrete case usually do not adapt to 
the dense case directly. For example, or,-,,+]A + &oiA for each n E R, and sets of 
bounded universal Horn formulae are not compact with respect to bounded universal 
goals, i.e. X + G iff for some finite subset X’ CX, X’ + G. The later is reflected on the 
level of the T(p,,d2) operator which is monotonic but not continuous (cf. Example 9.1). 
The validity problem is already II;-hard for most of the propositional real-time logics, 
including that of metric temporal logic underlying our work [7]. 
Nevertheless, the proof method presented in the preceding section can be shown, after 
slight modifications, to be complete for dense time also. This result, however, heavily 
relies on the fragment of bounded universal Horn formulae and requires to establish 
some basic results like an appropriate compactness property and approximation of the 
least model by at most o steps of the T (p,d2) operator directly without recourse to 
standard methods. 
Example 9.1. Consider the chain 
IO c II c 12 c . . . 
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of MTL-structures defined by 
with respect to the program 
P = { p(x) + 0.5dxd1, 
p(x) + z<x6yAy=z+zAp(y), 







for n > 0 and lim,,, $ = 0, T(p,.d2) r 0 + Vx(0 <x d 1 --f p(x)), implying 
T(p,.q(T(~,d>) T 0) b do)> but 
: T(~,.ew T n ‘# q(O). 
1=l 
The chain IoClt LIZ& . . . can be generated by a set of bounded universal Horn for- 
mulae containing temporal operators with variables. 
Example 9.2. A bounded universal Horn program containing temporal 
variable bounds which results in a not continuous operator T(~(p),d~). 
0 [0.5, l] p, 
q [x,1] P+OXOXP, 
q-o(o.l] P. 
operators with 
In fact, proving bounded universal goals from programs with variable bounds forms 
already a X:-complete problem (cf. Section 13). 
10. Model presentation 
An inspection of the Counterexample 9.1 shows that the chain IO C II C_ . . . cannot 
be generated by a bounded universal Horn program containing temporal operators with 
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constant bounds. In the following we restrict our attention to .&z-models generated by 
programs without variable bounds. 
Such models can be presented by atomic goals with constraints. An atomic goal 
+- CA p(r) presents a subset of the &z-base: 
where r, x denote tuples ~1,. . , r,, (respectively, xi,. . . ,x,) and x = r, XI = t-1,. . . ,x, = r,; 
an arbitrary goal +- CA pi(ri) A . . . A p&) presents [ + C fi PI(Q) A . . . A pdr,)l, 
this is the set U~=i{pi(Xi)B 1 d k (CU {xl =rl , . . . , x, = rn})O}. Given a set S of 
atomic constraints, [S] = U _ c ,, p(r)ES[ + C A p(r)]. Such a S as given above is called 
presentation. A subset D of the d(Z)-basis is called (jinitely) presentable if there is 
a (finite) presentation S such that [S] = D. 
A presentation is called tree presentation if it is of the form S = Ub, {Ci A p(?i, 
Xi)} with Ci = {Xi =xii +. . .+xin, +bi} U C; U Ei such that C’; are tree constraint systems 
with respect to a tree (Ti, < ), xi1 +. . . +.q,, + bi are paths in (Ti, < ) starting from the 
root, and Ei are term equations. For notational convenience, we often omit the term 
equations Ei and see tree presentations as sets S = l-l:=, { + Ci A pi(Xi)}. 
The operator T(p,d>) can be modeled on the level of presentations. 
T(p,g)(S) = { c CA p(x) 1 there is a Horn formula p(r) t Co A G in P such 
that S + VC’ --f G with C’ being &z-satisfiable 
and C=C’UCaU{r=x}}. 
S b $C + G is defined by 
1. S k BC -+ p(r) for an atom p(r) if there is a t C’ A p(x) ES with variables 
distinct to that of QC + p(r), and C = C’ U {r = x}, 
2. S+~C+AAB~~S/=~C~+A,S+&-+B,~~~C=C~UC~, 
3. S k GC + 3xG if there are a quantifier free C and a Ci such that S /= VCi + G, 
and 3xCi c) C, 
4. S + kd’x({b- <-x<+b+} --+ G) if there are Cl, such that S + QCL + G and 
Vx({b-<-x=$b+} -+ (Vb_<_b<+b CL))- C for some quantifier free C, 
5. S k QC-(3x(Gi Avy(t- <y<t+ + G2)) if there is a C{ with S b v(Ci + Gi) 
and there are CL with S + v(CL + G2), b EZ C Q such that 3x(Ci AVY({t-$- 
Y<+t+] + V&I CA)) * C for some quantifier free C. 
The existential quantifier in 3xCi can be handled by the Fourier method, the bounded 
universal quantifiers by the LR-lemma and the procedure EQ introduced in [24] (Fig. 8), 
the disjunctions can be eliminated relying on the U-lemma (7.9). In order to do this 
effectively it remains to be shown that it satisfies to consider finite disjunctions. As in 
the discrete case, we rest upon the notion of tree constraint systems and specializations 
of the Fourier’s algorithm for their satisfiability checking. 
In order to prove compactness of bounded universal Horn formulae with respect to 
bounded universal goals, we show how bounding hyper-planes of the solution sets of 
the ETCSs can be computed using an extension of the +edsc relation. 
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(QILB) c U {c;=S;X +.?,Y<,+c:} -+dqsc 
c u {c+~x+y,y&&c; -c; <; l=gX} 
(QIUB) CU {~+J=+~,c,<,y}+dqsc 
cu{x+y~~c~,c~~~y,x~~~~~c~-c~} 
(MLBl) Cu{ c1<1%@<2~} +dqsc c u {cl<l~} 
if cl > c2 
(MLB2) CU { cI<,%c,<Z~} +dqsc c u {cl <I -1<2 x> 
(MUBl> c U {S,c1,%2~2} --+dqsc c U {%,cl} 
if cl < c2 
(MUB2) CU {%c1,%2~1}-+dqscCU {X<I 152~1) 
Fig. 13. Satisfiability checking for quasi-tree constraint systems. 
Theorem 10.1. Let C be tree constraint system reduced with respect to 
the (DCB) rule. Then the bounds in C for each X are precise, i.e., 
c- <-x<+c+ E c 7 , 
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+dsc and 
+ implies that for each c with c-$-c< c + there is a solution CI of C such that E(X) = c. 
Proof. First notice that the precise bounds for each X in C can be computed by in- 
troducing a new variable z, a new inequality 0 d -z + X<O into C, and by applying 
Fourier’s method with z being eliminated at the end. 
To compute these bounds without destroying the tree constraint property, we can 
use the simplification rules listed in Fig. 13, which are complete for systems of in- 
equalities constraining (arbitrary) paths of the underlying tree, i.e. which may also 
constraint suffixes of the paths of the underlying tree (quasi tree constraint systems, 
cf. Appendix B). 
It can be shown by induction on the -+dqsc -simplification relation that if 
C’={O< -z+%<O}+dqscC”U{c-<- -z+i?<+c+} 
then -c+& - j%- - c- ‘-\ is derivable from C’ via the (DCB) rule (Fig. 14) which 
proves the claim for E = ,I. 0 
Given a set S of extended CLP-goals or extended CLP-formulae, we denote by 
KZ(S) the maximal rational number, which is a factor of all rational numbers occurring 
in S, i.e., U(S) = l/n if n is the least common denominator of all numbers in S. 
A (extended) tree constraint system C’ extends C on the branch X, C’ D? C, if C’ 2 C 
and C’\C contains no inequalities for strict prefixes of X. 
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Fig. 14. Computation of bounding hyper-planes for tree constraint systems. 
Lemma 10.2 (Compactness). Let S = U{ + Ci A pi&)} be a tree presentation con- 
taining only p multiples in its constraint part for some p E Q, G = n(G’,k, C) an 
extended CLP-goal, and C a tree constraint systems constraining only variables in X. 
If S /== GB, then there exists a finite S’ c S and a tree constraint system C’ con- 
taining only KI = KI(S U G) multiples and with C’ Do C such that 
and 13 E [C’]. 
Proof. We prove compactness by structural induction on G. 
The cases G = C, G = A, and G = Gt A G2 are straightforward. For the remaining 
cases, first notice that constraint simplification via 4&c, he&, +dqsc, and the 
(DCB) rule do not perform any divisions operations such that if C --+ C’ by some 
of these relations and C contains only k7 multiples, then also C’. Secondly, if ChC’ 
and C’ k.F C” via +& or -S&c for some variable not occurring in Z, then CD, C”. 
For G being of the form 3xG’, S + 3xG’B implies that there is a b E 62 such that 
S k G’B{x c b}. Applying inductive hypothesis, there is a TCS C’ qC containing 
only KZ multiples and a finite S’ c S with S’ k ‘k’ + G’B{x c b}, @(x+-b} E [IC’g 
Eliminating x from C’ via +dsc we obtain a TCS C” containing only ZU multiples, 
for which 3nC’ tt C”, 0 E [C”], and S’ /z= k” -+ 3xG’. Since C’ D, C, C’ tF C” by 
elimination of x via +dsc , C” D7 C. 
For G =Vx(c-qx$+cf + G’), S k G, implies S + $G’,x + x,C)e{x c b} for 
all b E Q within c- <-b<+c+. For each of these rc(G’,X +x, C)e{x c b} there are, by 
inductive hypothesis, TCSs Cb D?+~ C, finite Sb C S such that 
S, +kb+71(G’,X+X,C), 
6(x + b} E [Cb], and Cb contain only m multiples. We eliminate all variables from 
Cb except those in C and x via -‘dsc and obtain CA = C U {cF<bF + x<,‘c,‘}, since 
Cb Dx+r C. We have 
SI=Q V C; --) z( G’, x + x, C). (25) 
c-<-b<+c+ 
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We simplify the disjunction 
to 
Suppose that c;,cb+ are precise bounds computed with +dsc and the (DCB) rule. If 
[B(xi)]~ denotes the greatest KZ multiple less or equal fI(xi) and [e(s)lKI the smallest 
KZ multiple greater or equal 0(xi) E Q, then 
such that for each solution 8 of C and a X, there is also a solution 0’ of C with 
V(F) = c for each c within L~(Y)]~=$c$$ [6@)lKI. 
On the other hand, it is sufficient to consider c; with c; < [@)lKI + c- and cb+ 
with [@)lKI + c+ d cz (LR-lemma). Since there are only finitely many KZ multiples 
between ~&X)]H + c- and [&)]H + c+, we can choose cb,, cl, i = 1,. . . , n, such that 
(27) 
with (b,cb,, ci (6, being neighbored or overlapping intervals and I is an interval, i.e., a 
convex set. ( stands here for (or [(respectively, for) or]). 
0(x+-b} satisfies Cl = CA V~=~(C;<;X + x<bfcb+) for all b within c-<-b=g’c+. 
We take min =min{c; , . . . , cb;}, max L max{ci, . .‘. , I-i}, and rewrite 
Ci * C A min $min x + x+&, max 
= C’. 
C’ is a TCS with C’ D:+~ C and f3 E [C’]l; C’ contains only KZ multiples and 
fi &,, b %Z’--,z(G’,E+x,C). 
1=l 
Applying LR-lemma with c- +- J. & c+, 
Vx(c_<-x<+c+ + C’) 
c-f 
EQ(VX(C-<-x<+c+ ---) C’)) 
= C u {%+Q, max -c+, min -c-+Q, ?} = c” 
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for suitable <EQr, <EQ, E { 6, <}. 8 is a solution of C”, since per construction (27) 
min +pl O(X) + c- and e(X) + c++Q, max. In conclusion 
s’ = i, sb, + k” + %K(c- <-X<+C+ --+ n(G’,Z + X, c)), 
i=l 
8 E [I?‘], C” D; C, and C” contains only ZU multiples. 
For G=~~(?~(G,,~+~,C’)AV~(C-+~<~<C+~~~(G~,X+X,C))), there is a ~EQ 
such that 
s + 71(G1,X+~,C’)Avy(~- +X<y<C’~71(G2,n+y,C))e{Xtb}. 
. / 
n(G,,?+x,C’)f?{x +- b} A Vy(c-+b<y<c+ -+ n(G,,Z+y,C)@ 
Inductive hypothesis applied to GiB{ x t b} yields the existence of a TCS Ci D:+~ C’ 
with 0(x+-b} E [Cl] containing only ZU multiples, and of a finite &, C_ S such that 
$, + 6Ci --) Gi. We eliminate all variables in Ci except that in C and x, and obtain 
For the second conjunct, we have 
S k $Gz,x + Y, C)e{Y + by) 
for all b, with c- + b<b,<c +. Again, by inductive hypothesis there are TCSs 
Cb,, Dx+$, finite &,, such that 
shy + vcby --t NG23 + Y, c), 
eIy t b,,} E ([C&l and Cb, contains only KI multiples. We eliminate all variables in 
Cb, except that in C and y, and get CL, = C U {cb,=$X + y$b+ycb+y }, since C does not 
contain inequalities for y. Following the arguments of the preceding case, we conclude 
that there are &,,+, i= l,...,n, such that 
b sbyt k ‘? ,v:=1C;3 --) 71(G23 + Y, Cl 
i=l 
* c * v:=, &J,, =Gb, jr++ $, 1 = D 
and D is satisfied by t9{ x t by} for all b, with c- + b < b, cc+. Moreover, D H 
-- 
C A {min <min~ + y=$,,, max} = C2 with min = min{c; , . . . , cb,, } and max = 
max{cL ,,,..., cc,,}. C2 is a TCS, ‘t I contains only KI multi$es and 
Vy(c-+x<y<c++Cz) ++ CU{min-ZQc-+x,c+<max-Z}=Ci 
by LR-lemma. The ETCS Cl U Ci satisfies 
1. e{x+b}EI[C;UC;]. 
2. u;=, St+, t= k; u c; --tVy(c-+x<y<c+-+n(G2,% + y,C)), since this is the 
case for all solutions of Ci C_ Cl U Ci. 
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3. Sb /=kjuC;+n(G,,X+x,C). 
4. We eliminate x from Cl U C$ I---F Cs via -‘&c such that 3x(C: U Ci) ++ C3. C3 
is a TCS with Cs D,C, and I!? E [Cs] due to 1. 
2, 3, and 4 imply 
Sb u ir St+ /= ‘tic3 +@x(n(G,x+x,C) 
i=l 
C3 contains only k7 multiples. q 
Lemma 10.3. For each translated bounded universal Horn program P, ij” + C A p(X) 
E Tcp,.g) T a, then C is a TCS which contains only KY(P) multiples. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by transfinite induction. The basis with a = 0 is trivial. 
For a being a limit ordinal Tcp,.~) Ta = Uaca Tcp,g) T j9 allowing to apply the inductive 
hypothesis directly. 
For a being a successor ordinal, t C A p(X) E Tcp,.y) 7 a implies the existence of an 
extended CLP-formulae 
where Cj are TCSs constraining only variables from c:.=, Xj and Tcp,r) T (a - 1) =S b 
QC’ -+ G for some satisfiable C’. 
By definition S + VC’ + G implies C’ = Ci U. . . U CA such that 
Due to Lemma 10.2 and inductive hypothesis C; are TCSs containing only U(P) 








c=c”U xz Cq+b 
1=l 1 
are TCSs which contain only KI(P) multiples. 0 
Lemma 10.4. T(P,~~) = [T(P,.~-)]. 
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As a direct consequence of Lemmas 10.4 and 10.3 we get 
Lemma 10.5. Each T(p,d2) T n is finitely presentable by a tree presentation containing 
only H(P) multiples. 
Lemma 10.6. rfUBtpr T(P,~~) t P b W), then T(P,~*) T B k G(x) for SOme D<a. 
Proof. s= uB<ar Tcp,gjfj? is a tree presentation containing only U(P) multiples ac- 
cording to Lemma 10.3. By assumption S /= G(T)8 for some 8. Due to Lemma 10.2, 
there is a finite S’ C S, a TCS C’ with ZU(P) multiples and 0 E [C’] such that S’ + 
VC’ -+ G(x). Since S’ = ub, { +- Ci A p(X)} is finite, there is a pi with + Ci A p;(X) E 
T(p,r)fj?i for each i=l,..., n, by which S’cTcp,qf max{Bl,..., fin}. 0 
Lemma 10.7. The following ho&: 
1. T(P,F-, t 0 = Ifp(T(p,.d 
2. Tv~z)fo~=If~(Tv,.zq). 
11. Operational semantics 
In this section we present wo proof methods for (dense) bounded universal Horn 
formulae. The first is a direct generalization of the method for the discrete case and is 
based on a lazy version of the quantifier elimination procedure for bounded universal 
and existential quantifiers over linear inequalities presented already in Section 8. The 
second relies on the bounding hyper-planes representation of solution sets of ETCSs 
already utilized in the proof of the compactness-lemma. It avoids some indeterminisms 
of the former and admits an elegant integration of constructive negation which will be 
presented in the next section. 
11.1. A direct proof method 
The first calculus is defined by the dense time version of MTL-resolution, called 
DMTL-resolution, and which is defined in Fig. 15 in conjunction with the inference 
rules listed in Fig. 16. We name it EDMTL and denote its derivation relation by 
FEDMTL . 
Lemma 11.1. Zf G t_EDMTL Z, then I is an ETCS and it contains only IU(IZ(P) U G) 
multiples. 
Proof. Notice that no of the rules defining EDMTL introduce new constants not already 
present in their premises, that they keep the ETCS property, and that this is also the 
case for the procedures EQ, Fig. 18, and =$ Fig. 17. q 
Lemma 11.2. If T(p,q t n /= GO, then G t EDMTL I for some satisjiable I with 6 E [I]. 
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where 0 is the mgu of A and A’, Yn_i = ,)$ivj and 7 = 7,. 
Fig. 15. DMTL-resolution. 
Proof. We proof the lemma by induction on n. The basis case, n = 0, is trivial. For 
n > 0, we proceed by structural induction on G. The cases G being of the form C A A, 
GI A Gp., and 3xG are shown by standard arguments. 
For G being of the form ~x(c-~-x~+c+ ----f n(G,X + x, C)), Tcp,~--) r n + G implies 
T(P,Y) r n != 4G3 +x, CP{x + b} 
for all b within c-<-b< + c +. If 7(c- <- j, @ c+) then (V,Yl) is applicable and 
c-+(=S1,=$) c+ IS true such that I = 0 with f3 = 0 can be chosen. If c- <- l=$+ c+, 
then applying inductive hypothesis, there are EDMTL-derivations 
z(G,z +x, C) ~EDMTL lb (28) 
with 6(x t b} E &] and [Ib] contain only KZ(U(P) U G) multiples (Lemma 11.1). Let 
consider the tree presentation 
s=u{ --bAP(z+x)} 
for a new predicate symbol p, for which according to (28) 
s k p(X + x)e{x +- b} 
for all b within c-$-b@c+ and consequently 
s k v~x(~- <-x<+c+ + P(~ + x))e. 
Due to the compactness lemma there is a finite S’ = Uf=, { t &, A p(X + x)} G S with 
s’ +v~(~-<-~%+~+ --t P(~ + x))e (29) 
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(31 > 
G[Vy ({t-<-y <+t+} --t TC(B,I~ + y))] 
GVy ({t-<-y <+f+) --+ @G + Y> 1 )I 
GP+ ({t-<-y %+t+} + GG + Y> IA&l 
Gpy ((t-6-y <+t+} -+ rc(B,X + y) 1 
(7c(B,x + y) A {t-<-y <+t+})e A @;)I 
for a permutation 0 renaming variables in 
Vur(7c(B,I + y))\ Var(X) into new ones. 
c G[Vy ({t-<-y $+t+} +x(&E + y) 1 
Un=@J{c~~-yl~~c~} u 11 )n u {YeGYo) A A&l> 
for permutations 0 and CJ renaming variables in 
Vur(ZI u {CT $-yl <+c;i})\ VW(Z) into new distinct ones. 
+- G[Vy ({t-<-y <+t+} -+ @3,X + y) ) 
u{yb GYW)) umye2, +2~~1,~2 u Iye2 GYCJ~~I 
U{Fl dya2,yel 0d2bw$)l 
for complementary elations <1, +=2, i.e., $1 = < iff +-2 = 2, 
<1 = < iff +2 = >. The function EQ is defined in Fig. 18. 
Wl) 
+ G[\dy ({t-<-y <+t+} -+ n(B,x + Y> I &‘;)I 
+ G[{t-H<-, <+>t+)l 
if t-+(<-,+)t+ is satisfiable; +($-,<+) is defined in Fig. 17. 
+ GlJiy ({t-<-y <+t+} + z(B,X + y) 1 
(vE2) I u {yddyo} A A&] 
+- G[EQ(ye, ?=-L%?(Y% &+J U b%Yd))i, 
if EQ(ye, +-t-,EQ(ya, <+t+,l U {ye<ya})) is satisfiable. 
Fig. 16. Extended DMTL-resolution for proving goals with 01, Y, and Q operators. 
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Fig. 17. The function +(<,,+), 
Function EQ( Y, w t, C) 
Input: A set of inequalities C, variable y, term t and w E {<, +}. 
Output: It realizes a delayed elimination of y according to the function EQ given 
in Fig. 8 which computes either the upper - w = 3 - or the lower - w = < 
- part of the formula determined by EQ, in case Vy(t-<y =q+ + . .) has a 
satisfiable t-<y =g+, i.e. the range specified is not empty. 
begin 
Arrange C in a form suitable for elimination of y, i.e., into 
Ci = {li<fy i = l,...,p 
y=Q j = l,...,q 
d&f0 i = l,...,S}. 
C2={li<f~$YjIi= l,..., p;j= l,..., q}U 
{di<fO(i= l,...,S}. 
ifw=+then C,=if w=>then lJ[fl{li<tt) 
else ur=l{Zi<it} 
else Cl = 0 
if w =< then C, = if w = < then Uj”=,{t<q} 
else Uyzl { t$q} 
else C, = 0 
return(C2 U CI U C,) 
end 
Fig. 18. Delayed elimination of bounded quantifiers with variable bounds. 
and as a consequence an EDMTL-derivation of the form 
Vx(c-<-x<+c+ ---) x(G,x +x, C)) 
tvr Vx(c-<-x<+c+ --f rc(G,?Z +x, C) I) 
kg1 Vx(c-<-x<+c+ -+ n(G,x +x, C) 1 
i&w<-Y-. <+c+} A TC(G,T + x, C))&,) 
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tqvc Vx(c-<-x<+c++c(G,X+x,C) 1 
t’vc Vx(c-<-x<+c+ r(G,x +x, C) 1 
n 
A EQ(xob, 3 <ix0b,+ly I;( 
i=l 1 
‘JEQ(Xeb,+, 9 ~i+lx~b,,Z~~+, ) 
Z 
u{xaba -gb,+,db, <x6bi+,}) 
for suitable <i and +i+l (due to (29)) 
We have f3 E [ZIl]l due to (29). 
If G is of the form gx(n(Gl,SL +x, C’) A Vy(c- +x < y < c+ + 7c(G2,X + y, C))), 
then 
T(p,.~)fn ~3x(~(G,~+x,C’)~ 
vy(c- +X < y < C+ + 4G2,X + y, c)))e iff 
T(p,_+ ++%,X+X,C')o{X+b)A 
vy(C- + b -C y -C C++~(Gz,~~,c)ff{X+ b}) 
for some b. By inductive hypothesis applied to both parts of the conjunction there are 
derivations 
4GG +x, C’) ~EDMTL II, (30) 
Vy(c- + b < y < c+ + 77(G2,3 + y, C)) ~EDMTL 12 
with 0(x + b} E [Zl]l and 0 E [Z21z]. Since (3 1) is of the form 
(31) 
Vy(c- + b < y < c+ + 7-c(Gz,.x + y, C)) t-EDmL 
Vy(c-+b <y < c+-,~(G2,~+y,c)~zu{ye~ya}) t--E2 
EQ(ye, > c- + b,EQ(ya, < c+,Z u {ye<yo}))=z2 
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there is a derivation 
k(rc(G,,Z + x, C’) A 
Vy(c- +x < y < c+ + rr(Gz,x + y, C))) 
F_EDMTL II A Vy(c- +x < y < c+ -+ 7c(G2,X + y, C)) 
tEDMTL 11 Avy(c- +X < y < C+ --) 7c(G2,X + y,C) 1 
I’U {yeayO}) 
with I’{x +- b} = I which can be continued by 
tE2 II A EQ<y& > c- + x,EQ(yo, < c+,I’ U {yOdya})) 
Since Zi{x 6 b} t-f 12, 14 is satisfiable and 0(x c-b} E [Ii], such that f3{x t b} E [[II U&j 
implying the satisfiability of Ii u 12. 0 
Theorem 11.3. Let P denote a set of (dense) bounded universal Horn formulae and 
G a (dense) bounded universal goal. 
(Soundness) If IZ( G) tEDMTL I, then ZZ(P) t= VI--+ 17(G). 
(Completeness) If n(P) + 17(G), then n(G) tEDMTL I for some satisjable I. 
Proof. Soundness follows similarly to the discrete case. Completeness follows directly 
from Lemma 11.2, since H(P) k n(G) iff WW’), 3zf2)) = I~~(T(II(P),~~) = Z’(U(P),.A) 
Tub=(G). 0 
Theorem 11.3 in conjunction with Corollary 5.3 implies soundness and completeness 
of the EDMTL calculus. The complexity result for the discrete case holds also in the 
dense case. 
Theorem 11.4. Let P denote an extended CLP-program and CA G an extended 
CLP-goal. 
If C A G tEDMTL C’ A G’ with a +e& -normalized C, then the satisjability of C’ 
is decidable in linear time via -‘&c. 
11.2. Optimized proof method 
The optimized proof method for (dense) bounded universal Horn formulae is based 
on Theorem 10.1 allowing to compute bounding hyper-planes for solution sets of 
ETCSs efficiently. It can be also used in a simplified form for the discrete case and 
be seen as an alternative to the EMTL-calculus presented in [24]. The motivation for 
its development arised during implementation efforts on a temporal logic programming 
system - LIMETTE - relying upon bounded universal modality Horn formulae [26,97] 
which is based on a preliminary version of this calculus for discrete time. 
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The optimized calculus, subsequently called ODMTL, delays the elimination of 
bounded quantifiers and gives preference to applications of U-lemma which can be 
performed on the existential level due to Theorem 10.1. The method itself is presented 
in Figs. 19 and 20. 
Lemma 11.5. If G tODMTL I, then I is a TCS which contains only Kl(PUG) multiples. 
Theorem 11.6. Let P denote a set of (dense) bounded universal Horn formulae and 
G a (dense) bounded universal goal. 
(Soundness) If Ii’(G) k ODMrL I from U(P) for some satisfiable I, then II(P) k 
Z+II(G)andP/=G. 
(Completeness) IfP + G, then II(P) t OD,+~L I from h’(P) for some satisfiable I. 
Proof. (Soundness) We show, if 
n(G) EODMTL 1 (32) 
with a satisfiable I, then II(P)+1 + II(G), which implies P/=G due to the soundness 
of the translation. The proof goes on by induction on the number n of (VZ)-applications. 
For n = 0, (32) is a pure k_DMrL -derivation and soundness follows by soundness of 
kDMTL 2 I-(IZ(P),&) , i.e., II(P) + I + U(G). 
If n ~0, then (32) is of the form I2 
G = n(G) FDMTL G [VA- <,v=$t+ +& + r))l 
t(w) GWy(t-<,y&+ -,G+ y)l : 0)l 
+I) G WA- <,r=$+t+ ~~(~+Y)J({t-~~-Y~,‘t+} 
A B(x + y))@ : 01 
kc& G2 = GWy(t-=$- y<;t+ -+B(X + y)l 
ABi : P] (33) 
tODMTL ... 
FDMTL I 
and G1vy(t-<, y<$t+ + B(X+ y)j : 0>] k oDMTL 1 contains at most n - 1 applications 
of the (VI) rule. 
For each I<.-c-, c+ I<+ E P there are derivations 
Gl[Vy({t-<,y<,ft+}+B(F+ y)(({t-~ty~~t+}AB(x+y))8:Pel 
FODMTL 
GJVy({t-<,y$;t+}+B(X+ y)I{c-~-X+y~+C+}8:pB)l, (34) 
‘* If G t- k(v~l~) Gz, soundness follows directly by inductive hypothesis. 
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(QO 
G[Vy(t-<-y<+t+ +B(x + y))] 
G[Qy(t-<-y<+t++B(x+y)I:@)] 
G[Vy(t-<-y<+t+ +B(x+ y)IABi:P)] 
w G[Qy(t-+-y<+t+ +B(xf y)l({t-<-y<+t+} A 
B(F+ y))OAABi:P)] 
for a permutation 0 on variables in Vur(B(? + y))\ Var(?). 
G[Vy(t(t-<-y<+t+ +B(Y+ y))l 
(W {t-<-y&$+t+,c-<-n+yB<+c+}AI\Bi:P] 
G[Qy(t-<-y<fti+B(F+ y)ll\Bi:{l<-c-,c+I<+} UP)] 
if c-,cf are precise bounds of X + ye computed with ++c. 
G[Qy(c-<-y <+c+ + B(.T + J’) I A\Bi :P)] 
PQC) G[Vy(c-<-y<+c+ -+B(x -t y)l 
EQ(Qy(c-<-y<+c+ ---t {b-<,x + y=$+})):P)] 
if c-,c+~U?, l<6b-,b+l$; EUP and EQ(Qy(c- <-y@c+-+ 
{b-<;X+y=$+})) IS satisfiable, where UP denotes the set 
of all intervals and their unions in P. 
G[{y<O,c-<-T+ y<+c+}A 
(‘Q 9 C) Qy’(y < y’ < 0 + B(X + y’) I ABi : P)] 
G[max(c-,b-)<Ebb+] 
if c- and cf are precise bounds computed with _‘pdSc 
and l<,b-,b+l++ EUP, and I<-c-,c+I<+ n I<bb-, 





G[{b- 6X < min(b+, c’)}] 
if c-,c+ are precise bounds computed with -$,& 
and Ib,b-,b+l<; E UP, and Id,b-,b+l<; n l<-c-, 
c+I%& # 0 or c- = bi and <- = 6. 
Fig. 19. Optimized proof method for bounded universal Horn formulae, dense version. 
whereby c-, c+ are precise bounds computed with *p&c . Let C denote the inequalities 
from G,. Then from (34) follows by inductive hypothesis 
II(P) /= v(C u {cI:+-X + y$:c’} + B(x + y)) (35) 
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(~~) t G[b’y ({t-<-y<+t+} 4 ntB,x + Y)\ f\,B;)l 
+ G[{t-%(<-, =G+)t+)l 
if t-+(<-,<+)t+ is satisfiable; +(<-, =$) is defined in Fig. 17. 
I , 
Fig. 20. Optimized proof method for bounded universal Horn formulae, proving of bounded universal quan- 




G[not B(Y) I: 81 
G[not B(T) 1 l\Bi : P] 
G[n02 B(f) 1 B(if)B A ABi : P] 
for a permutation 8 on the time variables in Vur(BQ 
G[not B(X) ) {c-<-x~<+c~} A ABi : P] 
) G[not B(T) 1 l\Bi: {I<-C-yCfl~+} UP] (not 3c 
(not C) 
if c-, c+ are precise bounds for X0 computed via -‘pdsc . 
G[not B(Z) ( l\Bi : P] 
G[{c-<- X<+c+}] 
1). 
if P contains intervals (<; b-, bflg for all successful 
derivations of B(Z)& with +p& -normalized answer 
constraints {b-$39b<~bf} and I~-c-,c+I~+ EUP; 
UP denotes the complement of UP with respect to CD. 
Fig. 21. Inference rules for negation as failure. 
for all 16,-c;,c’I<: EP, and 
Since c;,c+ are precise bounds computed via -+PdSC, (36) implies 
n(P) f= q(C A {b-=$-x + y<+b+} -+ B(x + y)) 
for all J<-b-,b+J<+ E UP. 
(36) 
(37) 
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1. If t-,t+ E Q, then according to the LR-lemma 
‘dy({t-<,y=$tf} --$ cu {b-+-x+ y<fbf, t- <;y<t+t+}) 
* 
-K?(b({t-=sry&+} -+ Cu {b-<-x+ y<+b+,t-<,y=$t+})) 
EQWy({t-<; y=@+> + (b-6-x + y<+b+})) u C 
since y occurs only in b-<-??+y<+b+ and t-<ty<:t+, (33) is continued by (3VC). 
Then 
C uEQ(Vy({t-<;y=&+} + {b-<-x+ y<+b+})) 
\ , 
11 
-+ (Vy({t-<; y=&‘} -+Cu {b-<-x+ y<+b+,t-<,y=$t+})) 
and due to (37) also 
17(P) + vz, u c --t Vy(t_=q y<,+t+ --f B(x + y)). 
We have 
L’(P) /= GI [‘+y(t- <,y<,ft+ + B(Y + y))] + GI [II U Cl, 
and due to soundness of FDMTL -derivations 
II(P) + G + G1 [Vy(t-<,y=$t+ -B(T + y))l 
and 
implying 
n(P) + QZ -+ G. 
2. If t- = y for some variable y, y <O E C, <t = < , =$ = <, then GI has the form 
G, = G1[3y({y<0,y~J} A@+ y) A Vy’(y<y’<O--,B(~+y’)))l 
b) G,[3y({y<O,y~J} AA@+ y) A b’y’(y<y’<o --) B@+ y’>l : @))I 
FODMTL Gz[{y<O, ~-<-Z+y<+c+} ~VJ"(,V<.Y'<~ --f B(x+Y)lABi :P)l 
by at most (n - 1) applications of the (tll) rule. 
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Let C denote the inequalities in GZ except that in {y <O, c-4-% + y<+c+} and let 
assume c- ,c+ are precise, then 
Iz(P)~~CU{y<O,c-~-x+y~+c+}+A(x+y) (38) 
and due to (37) also 
U(P) t= 6c u {b- $;x + y’<,+bf} --) B(Y + y’) 
for J$;b-,b+l$: E UP. 
For each solution o! of C with max(c-, b- ) <E(Z) 6 b+: If 
16-c-,c+16+ r- I<,b-,b+l<; # 0 
(39) 
then there is a c with b-$c<+c+ and if c+ = b- and <+ = < then there is a 
c=c+=b- with c-$-c<c+. 
In both cases, we choose a(y) = c - Z(X), for which 
c- <- -- 4x + Y> 4Cf , ? 
= E(T) + a(y) 
-- 
= E(X)+c-ct(x)=c 
and for all cr(y’) with a(y) < a(~‘) < 0, 
(40) 
++ b-=@(z) + a(~‘)=+, b , (41) 
since b- <c = CL(F) + c - E(T) <E(T) + or(y’)=gb+b+ due to a(y’) < 0 and E(Z) d b+. 
NYY) 
Using (38) and (39) we obtain 
II(P)kv(Cu{max(c-,b-)<x<b+} -+ 3y({y<O} A@+y) 
A Vy’(y<y’<O -+ B(x+ y’)))), 
and thereby also 
IV’) I= G~PY({Y ~0) A A(? + Y) A VY’(Y <Y’<O --) B(z + Y’)))] 
+-Gi[{max(c-,b-)<X<b+}]. 
Soundness of kDMT~ and inductive hypothesis implies 
~(~)/=G+G,[~y({y<O] A-~(~+Y)A~Y’(Y<Y’<O+%+Y)))I, 
II(P) b Gi[{max(c-,b-)<X<b+}] +Z, 
and transitivity of c also II(P) b G + 1. 
(Completeness). We show 
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with a satisfiable Z and 0 E [I] by induction on n, which shows completeness. 
The proof has the same structure as that of Lemma 11.2. It differs only for goals 
obtained by translation of q iG, i E Q, and A 9’~ B (respectively, A 92~ B). 
For G being of the form Vy(c-<-x=$c+ + rc(G,X + x,C)), T(P,Y) T n + GO iff 
T(p,,~j T n + z(G,X + x, C)Q{x c b} for all b within c-<-b&c’. If +c- <- 1=$ c+) 
then (VZ?) is applicable and c- >($-, =$‘) c + is true such that I = 8 with 0 = 8 can 
be chosen. If c- <- 1 <+ c+, then according to the inductive hypothesis there are 
toDMTL -derivations 
with 0(x + b} E [Zb], and Zb being TCSs, Lemma 11.5, containing only Kl(ZZ(P) U G) 
multiples. 
Let 
S= c_ <!<+c+ ttzb A f’(x + x>), 
be a tree presentation, for which due to (42) 
spiy(c-<-y,<+c+ + p(X + x))R 
Applying the compactness-lemma there is a finite S’ = lJy=, { +- &, A p(X+x)} C S, for 
which S’l=Vy(c-<-y@c+ + p(X + x))e implying 
vy c- <- y<+c+ + il $) 0. 
i=l 
Each Zb, can be rewritten into 
I u {c,=qx + y<$', c-<-y=c+c+j 
with y 6 VW(Z) and c,:, c+ being precise. Since 
I1 = $ Zb, *lU {c-<-y=$+c+} A i/ {q=qn+ y=@}, 
i=l i=l 
(43) and due to LR-lemma 
(43) 
uI<;c;‘c+Iq 2 I&(x) + c-, e(x) + c+1<+. (44) 
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Accordingly, there is a derivation 
G= Vx(c-<-x<+c+ -+ rc(G,x +x,C)) 
kU Vx(c-<-x<+c+ --+ rc(G,X +x, C) : 0) 
t-31 vx c- <-x=$+c+ 
( 
-+ n(G,x +x, C) 
i~,({~-<-x<+~+}Ail(G,x+x,C))Ob, : 0) 
toDMrL Vx 
( 
c-<-x<+c+ + n(G,X+x,C) ;i I 0 ii=, b1 bl:O) 
kc tlx c-<-x<+c+ -+ n(G,X+x,C) 
( 
: ibl ~l~;c,~c~l~:~ 
\ , 
P 
hvc EQ(v’y(c-<-y~+c+ + {bK=q + y++}>> 
with 8 E [I]. 
For G obtained by translation of AYJ B, 
T(P,F) t n k ~Y({Y ~0, Y E J) A 44X + Y, Cl A 
Vy’(y<y’<O + n(B,T+ y’,C)))B 
iff 
T(p,g)tn +((x(A,x+y,C)A Vy'(y<y'<O + TC(B,X+.Y',C)))++~) 
\ , 
n(A,i+y,C)B{x + b} A Vy’(b<y’ <O + rr(B,Y+y,C)B) 
for some b < 0 and b E J. Applying inductive hypothesis, there are I-oDMrL -derivations 
@,X + y, C> tomn 11, (45) 
Vy’(b< y’<O + 44: + y, Cl> tonvn 12, 
such that 0(x t b} E [Zl] and 
(46) 
ZZ(P) + VI2 -+ Vy’(b < y’ < 0 -+ n(B,X + y, C)). (47) 
Since Ii, i = 1,2, are TCSs containing only KI(P U G) multiples and with Iir>$Z, 
Z, D?+” C, 12 D:?,,, C, Zi can be rewritten into 
Cu{y<O, ~EJ, b-<,x+y<;b+} 
and 12 has been obtained from an Ii being of the form 
(48) 
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by application of the (WC)-rule, whereby b-, b+,a-,a+ are precise bounds computed 
via +p& . The following holds: 
or b+ = a- and <i = d. Otherwise, one of the following would be true: 
1. If b+ <a-, then there is a d E Q with b+ cd <a-. Hence, due to 19(x){ y t b} E I[11 , 
@Cy+bKx+ v) <7f b+ <d <a-=Q{y’ + b’}(x + y’) 
for all 0{y’t b’} E [Zi], since (48), in contradiction to (47). 
2. If b+ = a- and 4: = <, then 0(X?) + (y t b}(y) < b+, since e{y c b} E [ZI], and 
b+=a-6B{y’+b’}(Y+y’) for all 8{y’ cb’} E [I;]. Hence, there is a d E Q with 
for all tI{ y’ t b’} E &‘j, in contradiction to (47). 
Therefore, we have either b+ > a- or bf = a- and +i = 1. Furthermore, 
max(b-,a-)<@@)<a+, (49) 
since y’ < 0, a- <X + y’, y < 0, b- <X + y <X + y’<za+, and the last inequality holds 
for all y’ < 0. 
By assumption, (46), 
G= 3y({y<O,yEJ}An(A,x+y,C) A Vy’(y<y’<O + 7@,X+y’,C)) 
t-ODMrL II A Vy’(y -K y’ < 0 --) n(B,Y + y’, C)) due to (4.5) 
with IbYa-,a’l<; E UP. Because of 1, 2, and (49) the rule (v’ Y C) is applicable 
and 
[Zr uZ~ u {max(b-,a-)<xdaf}Ijv,r(x) 
= 
[ZI U {max(b-,a-)<xba’}~var~~) 
is satisfiable with 8 E[ZI U {max(b-,a-)<xba+}]. Thus, the derivation above can be 
continued with 
F~V_VC II U{max(b-,a-)<zda+}=Z 
and tlE[Z]I. 0 
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12. Negation as failure 
The calculus ODMTL presented in the foregoing section can be extended by negation 
as failure. This was first observed by Schlfer [97] and utilized as the basis for handling 
negation within the temporal logic programming system LIMETTE [26]. 
It relies on the observation that -+p& normalized answer constraints C u {c- <- 
X<+c+} for queries G(F) can be also seen as specifying intervals with bounds c-,c+, 
within which G(Y) holds, since for each c within c-<-c@c+ there is a solution 8 of 
c U {c- <-X&c+} with 0(X) = c. 
Let us consider goals of the form 
3Z(C A not G(x)), (50) 
which are proven according to the negation as failure principle by proving the subgoals 
Whenever all such successful derivations for 3X(C A G(x)) are determined with answer 
constraints Ci U {cl7 <~Z=$c~} for i = 1,. . _ , n, then 
and 
II(P) +6 $ ci u (cl~=Q=+~} > + G(T) i=l 
by closed world assumption 
Eliminating all variables in Ci U {c~~~~~=$c~} except those in X we obtain 
i~,(cu{c;<~~<~c~})oc A i~1{c;6;r4c;}. 
The implication (5 1) simplifies therefore to 
I 
n 
v -%Z v 7 v {ci <;x<tc+} -+ lG(x), 
i=l > 
which can be further simplified into 






since by assumption, (50), C holds. The bounds within {c,:<;Y<~c~} are precise 
such that 
can be also represented as union of intervals 
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and 1 Vr= I {CT $;x<‘c+} as complement C of C with respect to Q (respectively, Z), 
which again can be represented by a union of intervals 
ii Ib;WQ. 
(54) simplifies thereby into 
V \j {b,q”-;b’} -+ -G(Y). 
i=l 
Inference rules formalizing the methods sketched above are given in Fig. 21. The 
method itself is a specialization of constructive negation for constraint logic programs 
[98] but it avoids explicit handling of V-quantified variables. 
13. Extensions 
The class of bounded universal Horn formulae is the greatest Horn fragment of the 
metric temporal logic considered having all the properties assumed to be essential for 
a logic programming language. 
The extension by 0 operators in heads leads to the loss of least models, as in 
the disjunctive logic programming case, since 0,p represents a disjunction vi’=0 oip 
(respectively, Orp represents VcGI 01~,~]p). The relaxation of constant bounds for q , 
(respectively, 0,) operators in bodies results in case of unbounded q into an incomplete 
fragment, since proving of q 0 A formulae from simple MTL-programs, even from 
Templog programs (cf. Section 15) is a X:-complete problem [81,40]. l3 
The inclusion of pairs of operators ox, l x (holds exactly at a distance of x from 
now), O;, 0” (holds sometime within a distance of x from now), or d;,oX_ (holds 
always till a distance of x form now) in MTL-Horn formulae and MTL-goals leads 
to a logic that has the full expressive power of linear arithmetical constraints over the 
time structure under investigation. I4 Such operators with variable bounds, however, 
are used in [69] and are essential for the real-time logics proposed in [8,6,53]. 
Theorem 13.1. Let X be u bounded universal Horn program and G a bounded uni- 
versal goal G containing pairs of operators ox, 0’ (respectively, O$ 0” or CI~,O” ). 
Then X /= G is as hard as X’ b G’ for a constraint logic program X’ and goal G’ 
with linear inequalities over the underlying time domain as the constrain domain. 
I3 This result can be shown using a standard encoding of a nondeterministic Turing machine by a set 
of Horn formulae modeling computation steps by progress in time, and expressing a Ci-complete problem 
[54] - whether a given nondeterministic Turing machine has a computation over an empty tape repeating 
its starting state infinitely often - as a 0 0 A sentence for A modeling the fact that the computation of the 
Turing machine is in its starting state. Using a definition of the 0 operator - OA ++ (A V 0 0 A) - by a 
set of temporal Horn formulae, this property can be also expressed by an q A formula. 
I4 In [70] the operator 0’ is denoted by 0 =r. 
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Proof. We can encode a set of linear inequalities 
allxl+ ... +a1,x, <h 
(55) 
um1x1+ ... +a,,x,, Gb, 
by the set P of (simple) MTL-Horn formulae P = 
q b,a-qi (i= l,...,m). 
Negative coefficients aij in the formulae above are encoded by ?‘I *;. 0”;. p follows 
0, 
from P iff (55) is solvable. The inequalities (55) can be also expressed using 0: and 
0: (respectively, q “+ and 0:) as can be seen at the following programs: 
P +- 0”’ _ . . . 0: . . . O?... O?q1 A 
-- 
all aI. 
O-h q +9i 
respectively, 
P 




q [--oo,b,l qi (i= l,...,m). 0 
In the discrete case, this gain of expressiveness has two negative consequences. 
Firstly, satisfiability checking during MTL-derivations has to cope with general linear 
inequalities over the integers, which satisfiability is well-known as being a NP-complete 
problem. The fragment of simple MTL-programs is thus equivalent to constraint logic 
programs with linear inequalities over the integers. Secondly, the proof method for 
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bounded universal Horn formulae presented in this paper becomes incorrect for tem- 
poral operators with variable bounds. To see this, consider the program 
oxoxoxp +- E_II p(x + x + x) + 
and the goal 
Its derivation via ~-_EMTL yields Vy(0 d y < 3 --f 0 <3x - y GO) to be eliminated with 
the LR-lemma, which, however, as has been remarked below Lemma 7.8, does not 
hold in this case. 
In the dense case, proving queries of the form q A, for A being an atomic for- 
mula, from (dense) bounded universal Horn formulae forms a Xi-complete problem 
as well. Contrary to the discrete case, however, also inclusion of temporal operators 
with variable bounds leads already to C!-hardness of the corresponding consequence 
problem. 
13.1. A X:-complete problem 
The problem whether a given nondeterministic Turing machine has an infinite recur- 
ring computation is well known to be C;-complete [54]. 
Lemma 13.2. The problem of deciding whether a given nondeterministic Turing ma- 
chine has, over the empty tape, a computation in which the starting state is visited 
infinitely often, is Ct -complete. 
Now we proceed by encoding a nondeterministic Turing machine by a set of bounded 
universal Horn formulae with variable bounds and use the encoding to prove Et- 
hardness of the corresponding consequence relation. 
Theorem 13.3. Given a set of bounded universal Horn formulae with variable bounds 
X and a bounded universal goal G, the problem X k G is Et-hard. 
Proof. Given a nondeterministic Turing machine M with alphabet V, states Q, and 
transition function 6 : V x Q x V 4 2(’ ” S)3 such that a configuration c =xaqzz, for 
x E V*, o, z E V and q E Q, can result in a configuration xyRz for each yR E 6(0, q, 7). 
We define a set of bounded universal Horn formulae P with variable bounds and 
a goal G over a signature C = (S, F, P) with S = {tape}, unary function symbols to 
be used for the encoding of the alphabet F = {a : tape -+ tape 1 a E V} U {b}, and pred- 
icate symbols P = {q : tape tape 1 q E Q} encoding the states of M. A configuration 
c= bcrl . ..a.qzl...z,bisrepresentedbyapredicateq(o,(...~l(b)...),zl(...z,(b)...)), 
the initial configuration by qc(b, b). 
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The transition functions 6 is coded by a set X of bounded universal Horn formulae. 
It contains a Horn formula for each entry of the transition table defined as follows: 
q (q’(x, O(T’(Y))) + q(c(x), r(v))) 
if q’cr’ E 6(6 4, r), 4 # 40, 
q ‘(dx), ~‘(.Y>) + q(a)? Q>>) 
if q’z’ E &a, 4, ~1, 4 # 40, 
q ‘(m4)9 v) + q(G), r(Y ))) 
if or’q’ E &o, 4, r), 4 # 40, 
q [~,lldcY~ do’)) + oxoxqo(a(Y)?r(z))) 
if q’m’ E 6( 0,qo, z) 
q (o[,,llq’(a(Y),z’(z)) + oxoxqo(~(Y)~~(z))) 
if flq’z’ E 6( G, 40, z) 
•(~[X,ll4’(~‘(~(Y>)~Z) + oXoXqo(~(Y), r(z))) 
if m’q’ E 6( c, qo, 7). 
The problem whether M repeats its starting state - qo - infinitely often can then be 
expressed as 
4s +40(x, Y)) 
oqo(k b) 
and the goal q0,~l.s. 
Clearly, M starting on an empty tape, has an infinite computation which repeats its 
starting state infinitely often iff X+n(~,rls. 
The encoding given above can be also based (with slight modifications) on q ;, 05 
(respectively, on O;, OX) operators instead of ox, ox. 0 
14. Anchored flows of time 
So far we have considered models with time structures isomorphic to the integers 
and to the rational numbers. The results of this paper, however, hold also for anchored 
versions of these time structures, i.e. for the natural number and positive rational flow 
of time. They can be easily obtained by modifying the translation of atomic formulae 
in Section 4 to 
Q4r1 )...) r,),t)=p(t,r ,,..., r,)A{t>O) 
occurring in goals and bodies, and to 
Np(r17. . . > r,))={t~O}--,p(t,r1,...,r,) 
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for atomic formulae in heads of bounded universal formulae. The semantical charac- 
terizations remain valid along with F EMTL (respectively, ~DEMTL and FODMTL > and 
their complexity bounds, since t is a path starting from the root of the tree associated 
to the formulae being translated. 
15. Related work 
15.1. Temporal ogic programming 
Templog, the most extensively investigated temporal logic programming language, 
proposed in [2] and investigated in [ 15,21, 17,161 is a fragment of simple MTL- 
programs that contains only q +, 0, 0+ operators. The execution mechanism of Templog, 
the TSLD-resolution, is based on the equivalences oO+A H O+oA, o(A A B) H oA A oB, 
0+( O+A, A . AO,&) ++O+A, A . . . AO+A, allowing to simplify each Templog goal 
into a goal of the form O+(B’ A o’A A B”) or t B’ A o’A A B” for some atomic formula 
A. Such normal forms of goals, however, do not always exists. In fact, (simple) MTL- 
goals cannot be rewritten into goals with a bounded nesting of sometime operators as 
can be seen on the following formulae A{?,AT defined by At = V+A+, Ai - O-A-, 
A,=, = O+ (Ai A A;), and A;+, = O_ (Ai A A;), where A+, A- are distinct atomic 
formulae (except by renamings techniques [41]). 
The languages investigated in [46,48] are based on a different subset of temporal 
operators. D. Gabbay studied a variety of implication languages in the uniform frame- 
work of labeled deduction systems. The simplest one is very close to Horn logic while 
the most expressive one covers full temporal logic. Contrary to the fragment considered 
in this paper, his language is based on sometime operators - 0, and O_ - which 
can occur in heads and bodies of implications. MTL-clauses of the form q (A +aB) 
are not allowed there as clauses but clauses of the form @B--t O+A). He studied 
therefore primarily the problem of handling Skolem functions introduced by 0+- and 
O--operators in the heads of implications and proof methods for dealing with them. 
The issue of efficiency was not studied in the paper. 
BNR-Prolog and Starlog [32] use interval arithmetics over the reals with f, *, = , d 
to model intervals and to describe temporal properties in logic programs. In [95] a 
subset of IQ-logic developed by Richards is used as a basis for a temporal logic 
programming language IQ-Prolog. The language uses a number of temporal operators 
indexed by terms specifying their temporal range. The operational semantics of the 
language is given by a translation into a constraint logic programming language with 
linear constraints over the time domain considered. Since the temporal operators include 
variables the complexity of satisfiability checking during CLP-derivations should be as 
high as the complexity of solving linear constraints (cf. Section 13). In a recent work 
[44] proposed to utilize the framework of annotated constraint logic programming for 
temporal reasoning in logic programming and discussed its realization using special 
constraint theories. This framework is similar to that of constraint logic programming 
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and covers only temporal properties expressible without nesting of temporal operators, 
i.e., as in q c/ 0,A or O&4 A 0,/B), but allows to express existential temporal properties 
in heads of temporal Horn formulae. No complexity results for derivations within this 
calculus has been presented. 
Furthermore, Chomicki and Imielinski considered a temporal extension of Datalog 
(logic programming without function symbols) obtained by tagging each predicate with 
an additional argument modeling time. Due to the restrictions to one monadic function 
symbol modeling time and to constants and variables modeling data they obtained a 
decidable Horn logic. The expressive power of the language coincides with Templog 
without function symbols [ 171. 
Temporal extensions of first-order Horn logic have been investigated in [56,57,92]. 
Hrycej [56,57] bases his work on a fragment of Allen’s temporal logic [4,5] with 
a Horn logical axiomatization which is used as basis for the operational semantics 
of his Temporal Prolog. In his approach the consistency of expressions of Allen’s 
time algebra is checked for efficiency reasons by an incomplete version of Allen’s 
algorithm for satisfiability checking [4]. The language itself can be seen as a CLP 
language over Allen’s time algebra [4]. A. Port0 and Cristina Ribeiro [92] proposed an 
interval temporal logic MI for knowledge based systems described by temporal Horn 
clauses. They consider a language with functions in data bases (i.e., programs) with 
partially specified temporal relations and study the problem of consistent completion of 
these temporal relations in order to prove a given goal. They presented a proof system 
for bottom-up computation of the language but without soundness and completeness 
results. 
In [34] the results and techniques developed in the context of automated theorem 
proving in modal logics by functional translations into first-order logic have been 
applied to modal Horn logics. They defined a language called PATHLOG on the level 
of translated modal Horn formulae, in which modal Horn formulae are mapped. The 
properties of function symbols introduced by these translations reflect on the first-order 
level the properties of the accessibility relations of the frames of the corresponding 
modal logics such that proving in (some) modal logics can be reduced to theorem 
proving modulo equational theories, for which unification algorithms are known [12]. 
[34] characterized the terms introduced by the translations and showed that unification 
of these terms in case of the modal logic KD4 leads to jinitary unification problems 
although the underlying equational theory of associativity is infinitary in terms of the 
unification hierarchy [ 121. l5 They also mapped Templog formulae into PATHLOG 
formulae modulo associativity of the function symbols introduced by the translation and 
reduced thereby proving of Templog goals from Temporal programs to SLD-derivation 
modulo associativity. 
Model-theoretic and fixed point semantics for modal and intensional Horn logics have 
been studied in [13,89]. While [13] and also [36, 141 are more interested in classical 
modal logics like T and S4, the framework of [89] can be also applied to temporal 
I5 This has been also shown in [86]. 
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languages like Templog. The results of [89] are, however, not sufficient to obtain the 
semantical characterizations for the class of bounded universal Horn formulae. 
A completely different approach to temporal logic programming is taken in 
[loo, 84,51,47, 18,45,82]. Contrary to the logic programming paradigm, which sees 
program execution as deduction in computationally tractable fragments of suitable log- 
its, program execution is considered there as construction of Kripke models for the pro- 
gram formulae. The main motivation of this line of research is to provide a logical basis 
for the specification, verification and execution of imperative programs [ 100,84,5 1,821, 
for the combination of logic and imperative programming [45,47], and for program- 
ming of reactive systems [47,18]. 
In [47] D. Gabbay considered a fragment of temporal logic for programming with 
Y operators in goals that forms the theoretical basis for the MetateM system. Besides 
the programmatic differences - he uses temporal logic as a basis for the integration of 
imperative and logic programming - he also addressed the problem of proving goals 
with Y operators. His method unfolds queries with Y operators using the equivalence 
A 9 B H l (B V (A A (A Y B))) of linear discrete temporal logic and tries to prove the 
B part of the disjunction by standard methods. In case of failure he tries to prove the 
recursive part of the disjunction. This method is a variation of the unfolding approach 
sketched in Section 6 and is not able to exploit uniform proofs. A recent survey on 
temporal logic programming is given in [88]. 
15.2. Theorem proving in modal and temporal ogics 
This work has been inspired by the success of the theorem proving methods for 
modal logics relying on so called functional translations into classical logic 
[106,86,37, 11,85,43], which can be traced back to [106]. He presented a proof 
method for several (classical) modal logics based on a translation into classical logic 
and specialized algorithms for checking modal dependencies for the connection method 
of W. Bibel (respectively, the matrix method of P.B. Andrew). This idea has been then 
applied to resolution based methods and further developed [86,37, 11,85,43]. The nov- 
elty of the approach is to translate modal formulae into formulae of classical logic 
such that reachability described by modal operators is reflected on the level of terms 
produced by the translation. More precisely, reachability with respect to the relation 
underlying the considered class of Kripke-structures is mirrored in the properties of the 
function symbols generated by the translation. For some of the (classical) modal logics, 
these properties can be described by equational theories, which have been investigated 
in the context of the unijication theory such that already known unification algorithms 
could be used to check inhabitance in the same “possible world”. For a short, historical 
sketch of the development see [87], a more methodical description can be found in 
1431. 
Unfortunately, this technique can be applied only to rather simple modal logics, 
for which classes of Kripke frames can be axiomatized by a set of first-order axioms. 
In general, however, modal axiom schema correspond to higher-order axioms of 
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classical logic [104], especially in the case of temporal logics over inductive time 
structures as investigated in this paper, which have no first-order equivalents. This is 
also reflected by the fact that full first-order (temporal) logics are incomplete in general 
[99,11. 
The techniques introduced and developed in this paper, can be seen as a further 
development of the methods presented in the functional translation context. A charac- 
terization of terms introduced by the translation as having the so called prefix stability 
property was already given in [86] (respectively, unique prefix property in [34]). 
This property ensures that unification problems arising during derivations of translated 
modal formulae are finitary only, although unification under associatiuity, which is the 
underlying theory in case of transitive Kripke frames, is infinitary in general [12]. 
The contribution of this work in view of this development lies in the character- 
ization of complete fragments of first-order temporal logics, development of elimi- 
nation algorithms for the quantifiers introduced by the translation - a fragment of 
the theory of real arithmetic (respectively, of the Presburger arithmetics), and to gen- 
eralize SLD-resolution, including additional operations manipulating terms - sets of 
linear inequalities - coding temporal dependencies, in order to obtain a complete proof 
method. 
An attempt to utilize constraint based proving methods for temporal reasoning in a 
first-order framework has been also undertaken in [91], who presented an extension of 
constraint resolution [30] allowing to reason about intervals. He bases his work on a 
(first-order) temporal logic with explicit time points, intervals, and explicit functions 
and relations. Due to the framework, which relies upon open predicate logic, the ex- 
pressiveness of the logic is not sufficient to express properties involving alternation 
of quantification, e.g. 02s OA, and avoids thereby the quantifier elimination. Further- 
more, the unrestricted usage of linear inequalities yields already in case of discrete 
time structures to NP-complete constraint satisfaction problems. 
15.3. Temporal databases 
As already mentioned in the previous section J. Chomicki and T. Imielinski pre- 
sented an extension of Datalog, Datalog,,, by an unary function symbol, which coin- 
cides with the function-free fragment of Templog, for the representation of (deductive) 
temporal databases. This fragment has been then further investigated with respect to 
expressiveness and complexity question (cf. [ 171 for an overview). 
The work on Datalog+l can be seen as a predecessor of the work on constraint 
databases [65] which generalize the notation of tuple data types to conjunctions of 
constraints of an appropriate language. In their fundamental paper [65], Kannalakis 
et al. considered besides Boolean Algebra, the theory of dense linear order and that of 
equality also the theory of real-closed fields as the constraint theory of the underlying 
query language. Our work on the level of translated temporal logic programs can be 
seen as a characterization of a fragment of the theory of real arithmetic (respectively, 
Presburger arithmetic) which admits more efficient quantifier elimination techniques 
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than those developed for the whole theory. The problem itself is known to have double 
exponential time complexity for the theory of Presburger arithmetic [42] (respectively, 
nondeterministic exponential time complexity for the theory of real arithmetic [42]). 
In contrast to that, the quantifier elimination problems, which arise during evaluation 
of bounded universal Horn programs can be solved in linear time (in the number 
of variables). The expressiveness of the query language as defined by the bounded 
universal Horn formulae fragment is however that of full first-order temporal logic 
with negation interpreted as negation as failure. l6 
Query languages for temporal databases have been also presented in [102, 631. Both 
approaches are based on an extended relational algebra. The first uses an extension by 
linear recursion operator, the second relies on constraints on linear repeating points 
allowing to express periodic temporal informations. Linear repeating points are re- 
stricted expressions of Presburger arithmetics which can, in principle, exploit the struc- 
tural temporal information being implicit in the considered life span representations. 
Elimination of universal quantifiers, however, leads also to exponential time complexity 
of the method. 
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Appendix A. Notation 
We assume the reader is familiar with the theory of logic programming and con- 
straint logic programming (cf. [59]) and introduce only briefly our notational con- 
ventions. A signature C is a triple (S,F,P) consisting of a set S of sorts, a set 
F=U wES*,sES F,,, of function symbols, and of a set P = UwES* Pw of predicate sym- 
bols. We write f : SI . . .s, -+s if f E F, ,._, Sri,,, and p: s1 . . .s, if PEP,,..,~. Var(t) (re- 
spectively, Var(A)) denotes the set of variables occurring in a term t (respectively, 
in a formula A), Fr(V) = UsES Fr(V), denotes terms over a signature C and a set 
of variables Y”, and Fr = lJsES Fr, denotes ground terms over C. An atom is of the 
form p(t1 , . . , t,,), if p : s1 . . . s, and ti E Fz(V),, . 
A (C-)substitution is a mapping cr : V -+ Fx(V) that is the identity except for finitely 
many variables and that satisfies o( V$) C Fr( Y),, for all s ES. We write substitutions as 
I6 The query expressiveness of the language with respect to a model defined by a temporal logic program 
is that of full first-order logic since 9’ and % are expressively (functionally) complete (over Dedekind 
complete flow of time, i.e. including integers and reals but not rationals) [64] and in case of formulae 
evaluation in a given model there is no distinction between negation and negation as failure. 
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finite set of variable replacements {xi t tl, . . .,x,, t t,,}. The domain of a substitution 
o is defined by dam(o) = {x 1 a(x) #x}. A n unifier of two terms t, t’ is a substitution o 
such that a(t)=a(t’); a unifier 0 is called most general (mgu) if for any unifier o of 
t, t’ there exists a substitution 1 such that IS = A o 0. We often use postfix notation for 
application and composition of substitutions, i.e. we write ta and al for o(t) and loo, 
respectively. A (first-order) Z-structure 4 is a triple (9,(f -K)fEF,(pX)pEp) with 
9 = USES ~2~ and 9$ # 0 for all s ES. An assignment into a (first-order) C-structure 
~4’ = (9, (f “/C),-EF, (p”)pEp) is a mapping a : Y-+ 9 with a(Y) C ~2~ for all SES. 
Its homomorphic extension to the set of terms YE(V) is denoted by E. 
Within our work we use several simplification relations. As usual, for a relation --) , 
2 denotes its transitive and 5 its reflexive and transitive closure. Z denotes the set 
of integers, N the natural, a the rational, and R the real numbers. We use extensions 
of these sets with -oo and CO, for which the ordering < (on those sets) is extended by 
--00 < c < 00 for c E Z (respectively, c E N, c E Q, or c E R). Barred variables X denote 
sum terms of the form xi + . . . +x,, bold variables x tuples of variables xi,. . . , nr x bold 
terms r tuples of terms ~1,. . , r,. 
Appendix B. Completeness of the +dqsc -simplification 
In order to show completeness of the -+dqsc -simplification, we generalize the notion 
of tree constraint systems to that of quasi tree constraint systems, which may also 
contain inequalities for suffixes of paths of the underlying tree. 
A set of inequalities C is called a Quasi Tree Constraint System or short a QTCS 
with respect to a tree (T, < ) if C is of the form 
C & {c- =$U =G+ 17 is a suffix of a path starting from the root 
x=x1 +.. .+x, in (T, <), i.e.7 =xi+...+xn 
for some i} 
for c-,c+ EQ. The +&-simplification rules need to be generalized only slightly to 
be complete for quasi tree constraint systems as well (Fig. 13). 
Theorem B.l (Completeness). Let C denote a QTCS. Then the following holds: 
(Invariance) Zf C -+dqsc C’, then [Cl = [C’]. 
(Completeness) If C is unsatisjable, then C $dqsc C’ for some C’ containing an in- 
equality cl $1 x <2 cz such that either 
1. cl >c2 or 
2. <i = < for some i and cl = ~2. 
Proof. We show that inference rules (QILB) and (QIUB) simulate variable elimination 
according to Fourier’s algorithm eliminating variables being leaves of the underlying 
tree, which shows both the invariance and completeness part of the theorem. 
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Let C be a QTCS and y a variable being a leave of the tree underlying C. Assume 
C has w.1.o.g the form 
Xl t-y+; c; $1 x1 +y d, <;‘- F,(x) <;‘+ d: 
Xm +y+,+ c,<,f%+y d, =$- F,(x) =$+ d,f. 
\ / 
y=qc; -x, CT -x, =q-y 
y<,‘cf-xm c, -x,=$,y 
Elimination of y leads then to 
c, - CT <iJ.<fxi-Fj(i=l,..., m;j=l,..., VI) 
and 
(56) 
Since C is a QTCS, the xk are suffixes of paths starting from the root of C to the 
leave y, and Xi - Yj are suffixes of paths leading to ancestors of y in C. 
1. Fj is a suffix of Xi, that is 
Xi=7 +Fj and Xi+y=J +Xj+v 
for some j. Application of the (GILB)-rule produces therefore the inequality 
ci - Cj+~i_1~fY ="i-Xj. 
2. Xi is a suffix of Xi, that is 
x/=J +Xi and Fj+,v=J +Fi+y 
for some 7. Application of the (GIUB)-rule leads then to the inequality 
ci - c; <; I $7 xj - xi. 
Hence, each inequality in (B.l) produced by the elimination of the variable y can be 
also obtained by applications of the rules (GILB) and (GIUB) to appropriate inequal- 
ities in C. 0 
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